
From: Charlie Stephens
To: Andrew DeLaski; Steven Nadel
Cc: Ben Longstreth; Charlie Harak; David Lis; Elizabeth Noll; Harvey Sachs; Jennifer Amann; Joanna Mauer; Kit

Kennedy; Lowell Ungar; Marianne Dimascio; Hunt, Marshall; Meg Waltner; Mel Hall-Crawford; Mike Murza; Robin
Roy; Timothy Ballo; Tom Eckman

Subject: RE: ASAP furnace call: Weds 4:30 ET/ 1:30 PT
Date: Wednesday, June 10, 2015 2:08:18 PM
Attachments: NEEA HEM Market Assessment Final 033114.pdf

Forecast for thermostats – NEEA’s unpublished internal study.
 
 
 
From: Andrew deLaski [mailto:adelaski@standardsasap.org] 
Sent: Monday, June 08, 2015 6:31 PM
To: Steven Nadel
Cc: Ben Longstreth; Charlie Harak; Charlie Stephens; David Lis; Elizabeth Noll; Harvey Sachs; Jennifer
Amann; Joanna Mauer; Kit Kennedy; Lowell Ungar; Marianne Dimascio; Marshall Hunt; Meg Waltner; Mel
Hall-Crawford; Mike Murza; Robin Roy; Timothy Ballo; Tom Eckman
Subject: ASAP furnace call: Weds 4:30 ET/ 1:30 PT
 
Hi all:  We'll have our final conference call before talking to industry again about furnaces this
Wednesday at 4:30 - 5:30 ET/ 1:30-2:30 PT.  
 
Please dial in to please call 206-402-0821 the code 9660261.  I'll send an invite too.
 
Please send Steve any suggestions for hte agenda.  i'll be tied up with RTU negotiations for the
next two days.
 
--  Andrew

Andrew deLaski
Appliance Standards Awareness Project
www.appliance-standards.org
(617) 363-9470
 
On Mon, Jun 8, 2015 at 4:45 PM, Steve Nadel <SNadel@aceee.org> wrote:
Folks,
 
To follow-up on Andrew’s email:
 

1.       I am very concerned that if we can’t reach agreement with AGA et al. that there’s a very good
chance that Congress won’t let DOE proceed to a final rule.  The deck is stacked against us in
Congress and while a Presidential veto is certainly possible, that will depend on many issues,
extending well beyond furnaces.

 

2.       While I recognize a 95 AFUE standard with exemptions for small furnaces has lots to
recommend it from our side, I don’t see AHRI and AGA agreeing to it.  From AHRI’s perspective they
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Executive Summary 
More than 50 years ago the Pacific Northwest hosted the Century 21 Exposition.  This World’s Fair in 
Seattle included a House of the Future, which forecasted the emergence of “Jetson”-like devices such as: 
a utility core with electricity, plumbing, and heating with automatic climate control; a built in vacuum 
system; furniture of lightweight foamed plastics; disposable dishes; automatic windows; and changeable 
color schemes at the flick of the switch.1  Since the Fair in 1962, consumer, economic, technological, and 
political forces have reshaped the idea of the House of the Future, which is now called Smart Home or 
Connected Home.  Today, the proliferation of products with embedded, low-cost computing power and 
the availability of services through pervasive broadband connections make home automation viable.  
Smart, communicating technologies are driving demand for Connected Home products and services.  
This assessment focuses on the immediate future and how to leverage trends related to Connected 
Home to advance energy efficiency for residential consumers. Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance 
(NEEA) and its members have an opportunity to help 21st century homeowners realize energy efficiency 
benefits of a Connected Home by aligning utility interests with the business objectives of manufacturers, 
retailers, and service providers. 


Home energy management (HEM) is an important component of the Connected Home.  Energy, 
security, entertainment, and health related features of Connected Home systems provide homeowners 
convenience, comfort, and security benefits.  The ability to monitor and control electricity and natural 
gas use contributes to achievement of all three of these consumer benefits.  


Electric utilities have been at the vanguard of a nascent HEM market.  Their initial business objectives in 
the market have been operational improvements and end-user programs to manage peak loads, which, 
if extreme, lead to service interruptions and higher rates.  Ratepayer benefits of load reduction efforts 
include increased reliability and lower energy bills.  In early programs, utilities worked with residential 
customers to reduce peak usage of electricity with radio-dispatched, air conditioner load controls and to 
lower energy consumption with programmable thermostats.  Recent implementation of digital smart 
meters has furthered utility interest in HEM as they envision the combination of a smart meter and in-
home technologies as enablers for comprehensive energy efficiency (EE), distributed generation (DG) 
and demand response (DR) programs.  Today, utility-provided, in-home displays and programmable 
communicating thermostats are the typical components of a utility’s HEM system for residential 
consumers.   


As a feature of the Connected Home, HEM products and services are now available through multiple 
channels.  Two major channels are broadband- and security-service providers and retailers.  Leading 
national companies such as Comcast, Lowe’s, and Verizon have entered the market with Connected 
Home products and services to meet anticipated consumer demands.  All of these Connected Home 
offerings include space conditioning and lighting controls in the menu of options.   


1 http://www.historylink.org/index.cfm?DisplayPage=output.cfm&File_Id=2291, 
http://www.datombar.com/legacyofdave/features/century21/tomorrow.html  
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In the future, it is expected that utilities will only be a channel for HEM products and services in markets 
that are not well served by broadband- and security-service providers.  It is important to distinguish 
consumer products from utility products in the HEM market as utilities will be the primary channel for 
utility-centric HEM products and services such as automated demand response.  Most of the HEM 
market will, however, be consumer products.  For this reason, some utilities are partnering with service 
providers and manufacturers in order to achieve DR and EE goals through consumer products channels.   


Shifting consumer preferences are key reasons for increasing participation of major corporations in 
Connected Home markets.  Many consumers are opting for internet-based entertainment over cable TV 
eroding broadband providers’ subscription revenues.  Connected Home services are one of the 
strategies for replacing lost revenue per user.  Increasing consumer acceptance of internet-based 
services is also leading to participation of unconventional players, like Google, in the Connected Home 
market.   


Consumers have also become reliant on smart phones and tablets, and accustomed to simple 
interconnections between electronic devices using Wi-Fi or Bluetooth.  These consumer preferences are 
shaping the capabilities of many new Connected Home and HEM products.  The popular Nest smart 
thermostat uses Wi-Fi to communicate and the new Revolv hub provides easy interconnection of home 
automation products from different manufacturers.  Apps for smart phones and tablets are obviating 
the need for entertainment system remote controls, home security control panels, and in-home energy 
displays. 


Participation of major corporations in the Connected Home market and consumer friendly technologies 
are positively impacting HEM growth rates.  The naturally occurring growth for HEM is influenced by 
historical market shares for home security services and the life cycle of thermostats.  Other factors that 
shape the pattern of HEM market growth include the price of energy and utility intervention.  Without 
intervention, it is estimated that the number of households with some kind of HEM product or service 
will increase from less than 2% today to almost 50% within the next 10 years.   


Homeowners who install and use HEM products can potentially shave 4% to 10% off their household 
energy bill.  In the Pacific Northwest, this means residential consumers could collectively reduce 
electricity demand by 100 aMW per year at the end of the current decade.  NEEA and utility intervention 
in the market would accelerate HEM growth and increase the penetration of HEM in the residential 
market by lowering near term barriers to adoption.  Currently, the dominant barriers are the price of 
products and services and low consumer awareness of HEM and its benefits.   


Interventions by utilities in the HEM market need to be consumer focused and coordinated with leading 
market participants in order to drive the market.  Electricity demand reduction will more likely be a 
consequence of satisfying consumer needs for comfort or security than by solely promoting saving 
energy.  While consumer research indicates security is the most critical feature of a Connected Home 
system2, many service providers advertise energy management because the dollar savings from this 


2 “Adoption and Usage of Home Automation Technologies,” CEA Market Research Report, September, 2013, p. 19. 
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feature often offset part of the cost of the Connected Home services on a customer’s monthly 
broadband bill.   


NEEA’s responsibility for monitoring and advancing emerging energy efficiency technologies and its role 
as a key point of contact between utilities and major retailers puts the organization in a unique position 
to help lower financial and information barriers to HEM adoption.  


The Connected Home is gaining momentum with homeowners and the mass market will be primarily 
served through Do-It-Yourself (DIY) retail channels.  NEEA and utilities in the Pacific Northwest have an 
opportunity to utilize existing retail channel partner relationships to provide incentives to drive traffic to 
stores and develop the HEM market. 


Utilities are a trusted source of information for energy related products.  NEEA can collaborate with 
utilities and channels to develop and communicate information to define the value of HEM products in 
the Connected Home, facilitate their implementation, and reduce the uncertainty about energy 
efficiency benefits.  For example: 


• Determine energy savings values of smart thermostats and programmable communicating 
thermostats to help service providers and retailers market HEM 


• Assess and value Connected Home system synergies with HEM, such as 
o Automated window shade impact on energy use 
o Security benefits and energy savings from lighting controls 


• Evaluate interoperability solutions like the Revolv product 


Connected Home and HEM technologies are changing rapidly.  NEEA’s technology and market 
monitoring can help increase the energy efficiency impact of emerging Connected Home hardware and 
software as well as inform manufacturers and channel partners about the changing energy-related 
needs of Pacific Northwest customers.  For example: 


• Evaluate advancements in “Intelligent Buildings” for commercial buildings and assess application 
of these concepts in the residential market. 


• Keep manufacturers and channel informed about utility plans and regulatory drivers will 
encourage the inclusion of EE, DG, and DR capabilities in HEM products. 


There are additional utility regulation barriers to HEM market acceleration that can be addressed by 
NEEA.  Utility intervention requires cost benefit justification through prescribed evaluation activities.  
HEM program evaluation is complex because it has hardware and behavioral components. NEEA can 
help lower this barrier by:  


• Engaging the regulatory community on behaviorally based Energy Efficiency metrics. 
• Defining behavior changes in a Connected Home and measuring their impact on energy savings. 
• Demonstrating how HEM could enhance the impact of other behavioral programs such as home 


audits and social engagement programs. 
• Creating EM&V protocols to support energy efficiency programs related to Connected Home.  
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NEEA’s HEM efforts to research, develop and implement energy efficiency programs must, in the end, 
align utility interests in achieving energy savings with Connected Home business objectives of 
manufacturers, retailers, and service providers.  


Home Energy Management in the Connected Home 


Connected Home Definition 
“Connected Home” has many definitions and is synonymous with Home Automation and Smart Home.  
Most Connected Home stakeholders, including equipment manufacturers, service companies, utilities 
and end-users, have a slightly different perspective on what a Connected Home is and does.  The 
following definition created by the members of Continental Automated Buildings Association (CABA) 
captures these various points of view and stresses the value a Connected Home provides to the 
consumer. 


“A residential dwelling unit that uses both technology and process to create a 
plug-and-play environment that is safe, responsive, adaptive and comfortable 
for its occupants.  A connected home provides timely, integrated system 
information for its owners so that they may make intelligent decisions regarding 
its operation, energy use, and ongoing maintenance.……………..To achieve this, 
connected homes bring together home controls, resource use, data, voice, 
entertainment, health devices, and security on a single network platform that 
facilitates user management, control and optimization, energy conservation, 
comfort, and mobility.”3 


Manufacturers and services providers, who are members of CABA, envision energy management as a 
segment of the Connected Home, Figure 1.   One growing segment of the Connected Home that is not 
illustrated here is the wellness segment, which includes health and fitness. 


 
Figure 1 – Segments of a Connected Home4 


3 CABA, “Impact of Smart GRID on Connected Homes, Executive Summary,” pp, 6-9, 2012. 
4 IBID, p. 8. 
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Home Energy Management Definition 
Home Energy Management (HEM) terms are used broadly and often defined differently by the industry 
and by utilities.  NEEA describes HEM from a utility perspective: “Home Energy Management refers to a 
broad range of residential programs and technologies to manage energy consumption.”5 


HEM is a system that consists of all the products and services that can enable efficient, economical, and 
reliable use of energy in the home environment, including monitoring sensors, wiring and 
communication systems, automatic and manual controls, user interfaces, and the software and services 
to analyze and report energy used by homeowners.  The boundaries of the HEM system are often 
extended by utility analysts to encompass the utility’s meter, on-site energy generation, and energy 
loads as illustrated in Figure 2.   


 


Figure 2 - Home Energy Management System 


This assessment defines HEM in the context of the Connected Home.  As a segment in the Connected 
Home, HEM intersects with home comfort control – which may include temperature, air quality, and 
light levels – and with home diagnostics that can, for example, alert home owner to maintain a heating 
furnace.  The utility-centric definition of HEM is more focused, typically emphasizing energy efficiency 
and demand response as part of a Smart Grid enabled home. 6   


Utilities and Home Energy Management 
Most electric utilities have a mission to help their customers best use energy in the home and are active 
participants in the developing HEM market.  Their current business objectives related to HEM have been 
operational improvements and end-user programs to manage peak loads, which, if extreme, lead to 
service interruptions and higher rates.  Ratepayer benefits of load reduction efforts include increased 
reliability, lower energy bills, and higher satisfaction with their utility.  In their initial programs, utilities 


5 NEEA HEM White Paper 
6 E. Gilbert, R. Maslowski, S. Schare, and K. Cooney, Navigant Consulting, “Impacts of Smart Grid Technologies on 
Residential Energy Efficiency,” 2010 ACEEE Summer Study on Energy Efficiency in Buildings. 
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worked with residential customers to reduce peak usage of electricity with radio-dispatched, air 
conditioner load controls and to lower energy consumption with programmable thermostats.  Recent 
implementation of Smart Grid technologies has heightened utility interest in HEM as they envision the 
combination of a smart meter, enhanced utility information systems, and in-home technologies as 
enablers for comprehensive energy efficiency, distributed generation and demand response programs.   


Utilities expect an effective Smart Grid to help them gain operational efficiencies, manage costs, and 
reduce peak electricity demand and overall energy consumption.  Many utilities are endeavoring to 
participate in services on the customer side of the smart meter with HEM technologies.  Today, utility-
provided, in-home displays and programmable communicating thermostats are the typical components 
of a utility’s HEM system for residential consumers.  Home area networks are another component of 
HEM, which some utilities use in automated demand side management programs to collect end-user 
load profiles and communicate to devices in the home.   


The “grid edge” is becoming a utility buzzword related to smart grid.  It is a catch all term to describe 
technologies and information at or immediately on either side of the electric meter.  HEM is within the 
grid edge definition.  In this context, HEM systems facilitate communication with utilities and providers 
of demand response signals, enhance consumer awareness of energy efficiency and enable automated 
demand response.7  The key questions are what “grid edge” services are in the best business interests of 
the utility and how do utility provided services, like outage management and pre-paid billing, impact 
residential customer use of HEM. 


As the market evolves and technologies mature, the role of utilities with respect to HEM may change.  In 
the near future, it will be possible for customers and utilities to realize the EE and DR benefits of HEM 
without utilities providing products or services on the customer side of the meter.  Utility participation is 
still necessary to reduce barriers to adoption and utilities face risks by not participating.   


“Utilities then face a risk that independent third party relationships with utility 
customers will increase customer rates, if the participating customer bill savings 
are greater than the utility avoided power costs. In this case, participating 
customers will see bill reductions and third party providers will share in savings 
while overall rates will increase to cover revenue shortfalls.”8 


Energy Efficiency and Demand Response 
Integrated demand side management (IDSM) strategies at utilities include two main components: 
energy efficiency and demand response.  Energy efficiency is when a consumer uses less energy to 
achieve the same desired outcome whether it is home comfort, clean clothes or a hearty meal; it means 
using less energy at all times including periods of peak demand.  Demand response, on the other hand, 
involves changes in customer normal energy use behavior in response to variations in electricity price at 


7 Grid Edge: Utility Modernization in the Era of Distributed Generation, GTMResearch, October 2013. 
8 Jerry Jackson, “Who Will Control Your Customers’ Thermostats and What are the Implications for Your Rates?” 
Selected Results from a Smart Grid Research Consortium (SGRC) Study of Programmable Communicating 
Thermostat Programs, December 2, 2013. 
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a point in time or to utility incentive payments, both of which are intended to reduce electricity 
consumption at peak periods when prices are high or system reliability is at risk.   


Energy price is another option for utilities and regulators to influence consumers’ demand response and 
energy efficiency behaviors.  Many utilities are experimenting with and rolling out variable price tariffs 
and rate structures including real time price, peak price, time of use (TOU), and pre-payment.  
Structured trials have been attempting to show the correlation between energy price and energy 
consumption patterns.  Results of these programs show peak demand reductions exceeding 25% as well 
as persistent energy savings, Figure 3.  Pilot programs have also shown that enabling HEM technology 
leads to higher price responsiveness.9 


    


Figure 3 - Electricity Peak Reductions with Price 


Demand response and dynamic pricing programs are dependent on the capabilities of smart meters.    
The near real time data is critical for measurement and billing processes in dynamic pricing programs.  
Higher resolution data from these digital meters and their communications abilities help create 
meaningful feedback reports in behavioral energy efficiency programs and enable automated demand 
response programs. 


Research has demonstrated the connected benefits of residential demand response and energy 
efficiency.  Presentations at the October 2013 “National Summit Integrating Demand Response and 
Smart Grid” showed results of pilot programs to measure energy efficiency benefits of demand 
response.  In the Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD) residential demand response study, 
participants were equipped with programmable controllable thermostats (PCTs) or smart thermostats 
participated in DR programs and unexpectedly reduced their overall electricity consumption by an 
average of 4% average due to behavior changes during the DR field trial.10   


9 Ahmad Faruqui, “THE TRANSITION TO DYNAMIC PRICING,” National Town Meeting Demand Response and Smart 
Grid, June 28, 2012 
10 Herter Energy Research Solutions, EE-DR Field Studies, 2013 
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It is, however, complicated to coordinate energy efficiency and demand response because of the 
customers’ perceptions of DR and because there are often different regulatory structures for EE and DR 
programs.  From the customers’ perspective, DR benefits are uncertain compared to EE impacts and DR 
appears to primarily benefit the utility rather than the customer.11  HEM programs designs that are 
driven by energy efficiency can deemphasize the consideration of utility-facing elements of an HEM 
system like the utility meter and energy-focused home area networks.  


Energy efficiency is the dominant element of IDSM in the Pacific Northwest and there are no reported 
residential demand side management programs in Oregon, Washington, Idaho, and Montana.  There are 
residential demand response programs in twenty-five states outside the Pacific Northwest that are in 
place to help utilities manage electricity supply and transmission constraints.12  Because of the current 
status of residential demand response in the Pacific Northwest, it is appropriate for NEEA to justify HEM 
program research, design, and implementation on the energy efficiency benefits of HEM.   


NEEA’s work should not, however, ignore HEM’s demand response impacts.  Over the long term, 
electricity demand and delivery constraints – and the resulting price spikes and power outages – will 
likely occur at one time or another in all regions of the U.S.  The long term will also see advancements in 
communications, monitoring, analytics, and control technologies that are embedded in consumer 
products enabling sophisticated demand response capabilities, such as automated demand response.  
The presence of these capabilities may present opportunities to help residential consumer reduce 
energy use with little or no incremental cost.     


Utility HEM Programs 
Utility HEM programs are designed to address the utilities’ EE or DR objectives and are typically 
behavioral programs.  Behavioral programs focus on interventions that influence continuing behaviors 
of individual consumers that participate in the programs rather than one-time behaviors such as product 
purchases.  At the same time, many programs include a traditional rebate component intended to 
incent a customer to purchase a smart thermostat or some other HEM enabling technology.  HEM 
programs around the country fit in one of three categories:  


• Devices: In-home displays providing real-time feedback and smart devices such as smart 
thermostats, smart strips, smart plugs and smart lighting controls.   


• Reports: Customized, regular feedback reports delivered to customers. 
• Pricing: Dynamic pricing and rate design programs, usually tied to smart meter technology. 


NEEA and utilities in the Pacific Northwest have been leaders over the last several decades in 
developing, promoting and incenting energy-efficient homes, home appliances, heat pump water 
heaters, ductless heat pumps, lighting, and consumer electronics.  Energy control technologies, such as 
programmable communicating thermostats (PCTs) that can enable both energy efficiency and demand 


11 Charles Goldman, Michael Reid, Roger Levy and Alison Silverstein, “Coordination of Energy Efficiency and 
Demand Response,” Report # LBNL-3044E, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Environmental Energy 
Technologies Division, January 2010. 
12 http://www.clearlyenergy.com/residential-demand-response-programs 
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response, are newer elements of energy efficiency strategies in the region.  Puget Sound Electric (PSE), 
Energy Trust of Oregon (ETO) and Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) are undertaking or planning 
trial programs with PCT or smart thermostats.  Other recent behavioral programs attempt to give 
information and feedback to customers and motivate them to efficiently use energy in their daily lives.  
PCT and in-home energy displays are some of the information delivering tools in utility programs to help 
customers understand how their actions impact energy consumption and compare their consumption 
patterns over time and with their neighbors.  Web- or bill-delivered energy reports also communicate 
information in a tested and compelling format, such as in the Opower programs, to shift consumer’s 
energy using behavior.  PSE, Seattle City Light, Clark, Cowlitz, and ETO are running (or have run) pilots.13   


HEM Program Energy Savings 
Many other utilities are piloting or fully implementing behavior-based programs to help meet the energy 
efficiency goals established by state public utility commissions.  An American Council for an Energy-
Efficient Economy (ACEEE) research report counted 281 behavior-base programs of different types 
offered by 104 energy providers and third parties between 2008 and 2013.14   


Over the last five years, utilities and their partners have been estimating the energy savings benefits of 
behavioral programs.  There is a wide range of reported results from almost no observable savings to 
energy reductions exceeding 15% per year.  Most reports conclude that there are higher benefits in 
programs that include an HEM device than those that simply provide information in a report.  The 
following summarizes a number of these studies.  


The most cited study reporting the energy efficiency benefits of behavioral programs is an ACEEE report 
prepared in 2010.15  ACEEE conducted a meta-analysis of more than 50 behavioral studies to understand 
the how different aspects of a behavioral program – for example, feedback type, technology, and 
feedback frequency – impacts average energy savings per household from these programs as well as 
participation rates.    The feedback studies analyzed by ACEEE were undertaken by organizations in the 
U.S., Canada, Europe, Australia, and Japan over a period from the energy crisis in the 1970’s until 2009.  
The overall conclusion of the analysis is that between 4% and 12% of household energy can be saved by 
homeowners who participate in feedback programs.  The level of savings depends on feedback type.  
The range of savings by feedback type and frequency is illustrated in Figure 4.  One method of feedback 
includes real-time information from smart meters.  While frequent reporting increases average energy 
savings per households, the tools and processes for real-time data and energy monitoring of individual 
devices are complex thereby reducing program participation rates. 


13 NEEA HEM White Paper 
14 Susan Mazur-Stommen and Kate Farley, “ACEEE Field Guide to Utility-Run Behavior Programs,” ACEEE, 
December 2013. 
15 Karen Ehrhardt-Martinez, Kat Donnelly, and John Laitner, “Advanced Metering Initiatives and Residential 
Feedback Programs: A Meta-Review for Household Electricity-Saving Opportunities,” Report Number E105, 
American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, June 2010. 
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Figure 4 - Average Energy Saving from Behavioral Program by Feedback Type 


A number of other national and regional studies have shown energy savings trends similar to those 
documented by the ACEEE report.  The State and Local Energy Efficiency Action Network reported 
energy savings from energy feedback programs deployed across the country by utilities and third 
parties.  Savings averages ranged from 2% to 7%, depending on the frequency and type of energy 
information provided.16  Other recent studies have focused on the performance of behavioral programs 
in specific regions of the country.  Research on behavioral programs in the state of Minnesota during 
2009 suggests that direct feedback interventions such as in-home energy use monitors can generate 
electricity savings of 5% to 15% on average.  Indirect feedback on energy use such as information 
reports delivered to customers can motivate residents to lower energy use from 0% to 10%.17  For the 
California Municipal Utility Association, Navigant analyzed 15 different indirect feedback programs that 
provide monthly information on home energy use as well as the energy use of other homes in the area.  
This 2013 study estimates the average household energy reduction to be 2.3% across all of the 
evaluations with a range from 1.1% to 2.9% per household.18 


All the investigations into the energy savings in residential behavioral programs, including HEM, show 
positive outcomes.  The variability of reported household energy savings is attributable to program 
design, participant selection, feedback methods, program execution, and evaluation approach.  Total 
energy savings potential is a function of household savings rates and the total number of households 


16 Amber Mahone, Ben Haley, “Energy Feedback and Behavior-based Energy Efficiency,” Prepared for the 
Customer Information and Behavior Working Group of the State and Local Energy Efficiency Action Network, 
February 2011. 
17 Ed Carroll, Eric Hatton, Mark Brown, “Residential Energy Use Behavior Change Pilot,” CMFS project code B21383, 
Minnesota Department of Commerce, Office of Energy Security, April 20, 2009. 
18 Energy Efficiency in California‘s Public Power Sector: A 2013 Status Report, California Municipal Utilities 
Association. 
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participating in behavioral programs.  Another recent analysis by ICF International suggests significant 
long term savings potential when participation is high.  Based on a meta-study of behavioral program 
results calculated various energy savings scenario.  The study concluded that utility programs can satisfy 
from 7% to 36% (average of 17%) of the national 2020 energy savings goals by incorporating residential 
feedback programs in their EE portfolio.19 


An important factor in successfully achieving the energy savings potential of an HEM program is 
participation rate.  One suggested research area for NEEA is to assess the tradeoffs between having 
detailed appliance-specific data that give high energy savings for a small population and achievement of 
high program participation rates necessary to achieve regional energy savings targets, Figure 5.  


 


Figure 5 - HEM Program Design Trade-offs 


To date, the utility behavioral programs have been delivering successful outcomes, not only reducing 
residential energy consumption but increasing customer satisfaction.  The biggest challenge to 
implementing a full scale behavioral program is the persistence of behavior change and energy 
savings.20  While the knowledge base on persistence of energy savings in behavior change programs is 
limited, there is evidence that ongoing feedback will result in a more permanent change in behavior.21 


HEM Program Implementation 
The growth of behavioral programs in the energy efficiency industry has been rapid over the last few 
years.  The number of major utilities including behavioral activities in their EE program plans has grown 


19 Ali Bozorgi, Bill Prindle, “Easing the Squeeze in DSM Portfolio Planning: A Quantitative Analysis of Potential 
Impacts of Feedback/ Behavior-Based Programs,” 2013 ACEEE Energy Efficiency as a Resource Conference, 
Nashville, TN, September 24, 2013. 
20 Jamie Wimberly, “New Behavioral Approaches to Energy Conservation – Executive Summary,” Demand and 
Energy Technology (DETech) Research Consortium, March 2012 
21 E. Gilbert, R. Maslowski, S. Schare, and K. Cooney, Navigant Consulting, “Impacts of Smart Grid Technologies on 
Residential Energy Efficiency,” ACEEE Summer Study on Energy Efficiency in Buildings, 2010. 
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from zero before 2009 to one-quarter of all large programs in 2013.  Currently, the budgets for these 
behavioral programs range from less than 1% to 10% of overall residential portfolio spending.22 


Utility residential behavioral programs have been in existence, as noted in the ACEEE report, for more 
than 30 years.  They have evolved from basic home energy audits and energy use feedback on monthly 
bills to focused on-line energy management reports and sophisticated HEM systems.  As these programs 
have grown, a utility-centric industry of hardware vendors and service providers has evolved in parallel.  
Over the last couple of years, many of the entrepreneurial firms have merged, been absorbed by larger 
established companies, or gone out of business.  This consolidation has resulted in utilities relying on a 
smaller number of established firms for program implementation.  One of the key lessons learned in 
recent pilots of behavioral programs is to use “commercialized technology from a vendor with a track 
record” because there is a lot of risk working with a start-up company in a full-scale program.23 


Three of the current leaders in the utility-centric business have been early pioneers who have survived 
and succeeded.  Opower, Aclara, and Efficiency 2.0 (now part of C3) are leading suppliers to utility 
energy efficiency programs and are third-party implementers for many behavioral programs.  Programs 
from the three suppliers are very similar.   Each is based on software programs that request personal 
and household information from customers and provide feedback on energy use.  All programs offer 
suggestions for saving energy, guide the creation of action plans, and provide some kind of reward for 
energy reduction.24  The three providers also have options for real-time feedback from in-home displays 
and programmable communicating thermostats.   


Opower’s business model for energy efficiency and demand response is based on behavioral science.  
Aclara and C3 offer customer energy information services as part of a broader utility information and 
meter data management business and their services tend to be on the high automation side of the HEM 
business universe.  Figure 12 shows how these three firms are positioned in the HEM industry as well as 
other key product and service providers.  The HEM industry and its relationship to Connected Home are 
discussed in a subsequent section of this report.    


Opower is partnering with almost 50 utilities around the U.S. to design and deliver residential behavior-
based energy efficiency programs, see Table 13 in the Appendix.  Aclara consumer engagement services 
concentrate on demand response programs and have capabilities to support energy efficiency efforts.  
Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E), Southern California Edison (SCE), and Puget Sound Energy are prominent 
customers for these services.  C3 lists PG&E, SCE, Commonwealth Edison, and Entergy as customers for 
their smart grid analytics and tools that support energy efficiency programs.  A new partner in utility 
energy efficiency programs is NEST.  Over the last year they have initiated smart thermostat rebate and 


22 Anne Dougherty, Jeff Schlegel, and Tyler Schlegel, “The Promise and Reality of Behavior Programs: Are They a 
Reliable Resource?” 2013 ACEEE Energy Efficiency as a Resource Conference, Nashville, TN, September 24, 2013. 
23 Christine T. Donovan, “Energy Efficiency & the Smart Grid: Lessons Learned from Pilot Programs Designed to 
Impact Energy Efficiency & Conservation Behaviors,” 2013 ACEEE Energy Efficiency as a Resource Conference, 
Nashville, TN, September 22-24, 2013. 
24 Mary D Zalesny, “Tracking Utility Behavior-Based Energy Programs Against the Behavioral Theories and Principles 
that Inspired Them,” CALMAC Report ID: SCE0321.01, July 2, 2012. 
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energy information feedback programs with National Grid, Reliant, Green Mountain Energy, Austin 
Energy, and SCE.25   


HEM Program Barriers 
Utilities categorize HEM programs in many different ways, which has consequences when HEM program 
benefits are evaluated and creates uncertainty when designing programs.  The inability and 
impracticality of having a consistent definition of an HEM program has regulatory implications.  Only a 
few states have specific language to define behavior-based programs.  The definitions of these 
regulatory commissions are narrow and do not express an appreciation for the diversity of program 
models and evaluation approaches.  Some definitions are so strict that they could prohibit the 
implementation of certain types of behavior programs.26   


Regulatory processes can be a program barrier.   Regulators’ direction for behavior-based programs 
should be flexible and open minded to allow for innovation in this emerging area of energy savings 
programs.  Since regulatory decision making is grounded in documented evidence of program 
performance, it is incumbent on program designers to validate program design in field trial or through 
precedents in other utility programs.    


There can also be operational barriers to implementing an HEM program.  From an EE program 
designer’s point of view, the biggest hurdle relates to the limited experience with HEM programs and 
the requirement to project saving over a three to five years planning horizon.  Program design hurdles 
relate to the following questions: What are the incremental costs for HEM devices?  What is the life of 
the measure?  Where is there credible data for estimating energy savings?  What model for program 
implementation (upstream, midstream or downstream) provides optimal, evaluable outcomes?  From 
an EE program manager’s perspective, there are also a number of pressing questions: What are the data 
needed for evaluation of an HEM program?   What is the persistence of energy savings?  Will cost 
effectiveness change over time?  How will an HEM program integrate with back office systems and other 
functions at the utility?  Will behavior programs like HEM place unexpected demands on utility call 
centers?  How do operational issues change as the scale of the program increases? 


NEEA’s assessment of program opportunities for HEM needs to be mindful of the regulatory and 
operational barriers to success.  HEM program design and implementation must also consider the 
market barriers limiting energy saving prospects of an HEM program.  These constraints can be 
mitigated by having a customer driven program design that takes advantage of the growing market for 
Connected Home products and services. 


Connected Home Features 
The Connected Home is an integrated system of communicating devices and services combining 
automated and remote management capabilities with modular hardware solutions. Connected Homes 
feature four areas of capability: Security, Entertainment, Comfort and Convenience, and Wellness.  


25 Vendor websites accessed January 27, 2014. 
26 Susan Mazur-Stommen and Kate Farley, “ACEEE Field Guide to Utility-Run Behavior Programs,” ACEEE, 
December 2013. 
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These areas support consumers’ needs for managing, observing and operating their lifestyles at home 
directly and remotely with communication devices such as tablets, displays, smart phones, and other 
web-enabled portals.  Devices connected in a home network and through the internet result in time-
saving, budget reduction, energy efficiency, and safety benefits for consumers.  Data from these devices 
are collected, analyzed and managed to support a range of services that deliver Connected Home 
benefits. 


 
Figure 6 - Customer Feature Sets in a Connected Home 


• Security features are embodied in home security hardware, software, and professionally 
managed monitoring service covering activities such as home intrusion protection, child 
monitoring, water detection, smoke and carbon monoxide alarms, door access, etc.   


• Comfort and Convenience features in a Connected Home system include remote or automated 
controls for indoor temperature and air quality, lighting – artificial light and window shades, 
water heaters, and appliances.  These features are, for the most part, related to energy use in 
the home and many are bundled with security in managed Connected Home services.  These 
HEM-related features enable EE and DR programs. 


• Entertainment features in a connected home enable universal access to entertainment content 
and social media from any device, anywhere in the home.  The entertainment system aligns 
computers, tablets, smartphones, TVs and set-top-boxes so audio and video follows the user 
from room to room. 


• Wellness encompasses home health care and fitness.  In the connected home it features 
technology enabled monitoring and feedback devices related to, for example, chronic disease 
management, eldercare monitoring, weight loss, medication management, and physical 
therapy. 


Connected Home systems have been around for decades serving a niche segment of high end 
homeowners.  With the emergence of affordable technologies and Do-It-Yourself systems using a 
smartphone interface, Connected Home benefits are accessible to the vast majority of the population. 
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Products that address only one function such as heating and air conditioning control or security are also 
becoming more common.  Examples of point solutions include interactive home alarms from ADT, smart 
LED lights from Philips, multi-room audio systems from Sonos and smart thermostats from Nest. 


Connected Home feature sets are not mutually exclusive.  By definition, there will ultimately be 
interaction between all aspects of the Connected Home.  For example, televisions could be displays of 
home energy management information, lighting is an important piece of home security, and service 
companies could offer subscription services that support all features sets.   Connected Home products 
and services have the ability to help homeowners reduce energy use, which is an opportunity for utility 
companies and energy efficiency service providers.  The challenges for the energy efficiency community 
are to incent manufacturers to build in HEM capabilities into their Connected Home products and to 
encourage consumers to activate these capabilities. 


Coupling HEM with other Connected Home Functions 
HEM is part of the comfort and convenience feature set in a Connected Home.  As a stand-alone product 
or service, HEM may only see limited market penetration.  General Electric’s (GE) exit from Nucleus 
energy manager business in 2013 and the demise of Microsoft Hohm and Google PowerMeter in 2012 
are indicators of the limitations of a HEM focused market strategy.  On the other hand, many large 
cable, telecom and security players are entering the Connected Home space and including an HEM 
feature in their bundled offer.  The sale of Connected Home bundles will naturally lead to energy 
savings. 


The following table lists some examples relating Connected Home features to home energy 
management and efficient usage of energy.  A lot of the functionality in the table is currently present or 
enabled in Connected Home products and services.   If the HEM value of these features can be 
quantified, then utilities could justify incentives that encourage the purchase and use of these 
Connected Home products. 


HEM Value 
Connected Home Feature Sets 


Comfort and 
Convenience 


Security Entertainment Wellness 


Energy 
Efficiency 


• Learning 
thermostats for 
automatic control. 


• Coupled control of 
HVAC and window 
shades 


• Remotely 
controlled LED 
lighting 


• Smart door locks 
coupled to HVAC 
and lighting 
controls 


• Smart strips 
• TVs as in-home 


displays 


• Optimal home 
temperature and 
lighting for home 
health care 


• Wearable fitness 
technology 
coupled to home 
control systems 


Demand 
Response 


• Forecast inputs to 
smart thermostats 
to automatically 
precool in 
anticipation of 
peak demands 


• Use of emergency 
generator during 
peak events 


• Notification of 
peak demand 
events across 
devices in home 
network 
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HEM Value 
Connected Home Feature Sets 


Comfort and 
Convenience 


Security Entertainment Wellness 


Reliability • Appliance 
maintenance 
notification 


• Backup systems 
• Automatic failure 


detection 


• Automatic 
protection of 
sensitive and 
valuable 
electronics 


• Outage notification 


Table 1 - Connected Home Feature Sets 


Connected Home Enabling Technologies 
Connected Home technologies are part of the process of collecting data and creating action.  There are 
five basic process steps, each with a key piece of enabling technology. 


• Sensing: sensors are devices that collect data; thermocouples measure room temperature, 
infrared (IR) sensors detect motion for household alarms, moisture sensors warn of a leaking 
water heater. 


• Processing: software converts data into information, which can be done on the sensor or the 
control or monitoring device.  Data from a network of sensors adds more intelligence to the 
information base.  


• Action: valves and switches on the energy using equipment are driven by information from the 
controller to use the right amount of energy at the right time to get the desire output.  Action 
can be automatic with programmable or smart controls or manual with remote input from the 
user using a smartphone or other device.  Monitoring information received from a device or a 
call-center creates action to mitigate an incident. 


• Communication: sensors, controllers, and end-use devices are connected in a home area 
network by a hub or gateway. 


• Feedback: the homeowner receives information that his home control or monitoring objective 
has been achieved.  If necessary, corrections can be made to sensor location or the control 
system programming. 


Most of the components of the Connected Home are silicon-based, digital technologies.  Because of this, 
the devices are becoming smaller, cheaper, and more powerful.  These trends are making the Connected 
Home affordable for a wide audience. 


In the area of sensing, the state-of-the-art is wireless sensor design with built-in local intelligence.  The 
next generation of sensors will be interconnected to create network intelligence.  One trend in sensor 
functionality is position and location sensing.  The dramatic drop in price for GPS chips and 
accelerometers makes these standard items on smart phones.  Location sensors enable new services 
related to the Connected Home like geo-fencing, which activates home controls as the homeowner 
approaches.  Products with feature are beginning to appear.  When enrolled in enerG’s Geo-Fencing 
service, smartphone establishes a homeowner’s location and as the phone passes the “fence” the 
thermostat automatically adjusts to the preferred setting.  Alarm.com offers a service, called Geo-
Services, which works with security systems. 
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One of the most significant trends in software is learning algorithms.  This is the intelligence in a home 
entertainment system that will automatically pick out a play list or a movie that meets your preferences 
at the moment.  Learning algorithms make thermostats smart and self-programming.   Nest is a popular 
thermostat that advertises itself as the Nest Learning Thermostat.  Ecobee and Honeywell also have 
smart, learning thermostats.  These smart thermostats are also equipped to interact with utility demand 
response programs.  It is not clear at this time if the thermostats use utility information about price or 
peak usage periods to adjust their learning algorithms. 


A home-area network (HAN) connects in-home digital devices, such as PCs, mobile phones, 
entertainment technology, thermostats, home security systems and smart appliances.  With respect to 
home energy management, HAN is a means for utility companies to venture beyond the meter and 
connect in-home products to the Smart Grid.  A residential gateway connects a service provider’s 
network to the home network.  Provider’s systems/modems, routers, and possibly set-top boxes could 
be the gateway.   


Home Energy Management Information and Feedback Systems 
Information about connected devices and the ability to control them will be available to various 
businesses when consumers opt-in to these services.   Even though consumers have concerns about 
privacy and security of personal data, analysts expect that businesses will be able to derive considerable 
value and deliver innovative new services from Connected Home data, for example: 


• Demand-response, reliability and billing functionality for utilities companies would improve with 
data from smart meters and programmable communicating thermostats. 


• Smart appliance monitoring will allow manufacturers and retailers to monitor the performance 
of household devices and save costs by running remote diagnostics and maintenance.  


• Information gathered by Connected Home service providers could inform research and 
development activities. 


• HEM information such as disaggregated energy use and appliance usage patterns with dynamic 
pricing advance the design of metering device software and home energy management 
systems.27 


News from the 2013 Behavior, Energy, and Climate Change Conference has indicated that energy 
information from and connectivity with smart appliances is farther away than originally thought.  Jolyn 
Newton from DNV/KEMA reported to conference attendees that GE and other appliance makers are 
discontinuing their product lines that work with AMI meters.  Feedback from manufacturers is that 
customers have little interest in this capability and research suggests that customers prefer no utility 
involvement when they interact with their appliances.28  Smart appliances will still be available, but their 
features will be oriented toward a convenience value proposition with, for example, remote control of 
appliance settings and maintenance alerts.   


27 Grid Edge, p. 15. 
28 Jolyn Newton, “Anatomy of a Demonstration Pilot: Smart Grid Appliances Case Study “, 2013 Behavior, Energy & 
Climate Change Conference, Sacramento, California, November 18-20, 2013. 
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User Interface 
User interfaces (UIs) are the electronic feedback displays for the Connected Home.  In a Connected 
Home, In-home displays (IHD) may also be the control panel for a security system and entertainment 
devices.  IHDs are a hardware device visible to residents in the home that may show time-of-use (TOU) 
pricing signals, meter-based consumption, and bill-to-date information according to Navigant29.   


 


Figure 7 - Collection of Smart Thermostats 


For an HEM system, UI products are simple as the dial on a smart thermostat, Figure 7, or as complex as 
a web page with information on price, consumption patterns, and demand response action events, 
Figure 8.   


 


Figure 8 - HEM Dashboard: Device Energy Use Visualization 


An IHD that is a stand-alone device dedicated to utility home energy management programs is known as 
a home energy display (HED).  Numerous HED products are available to help residents visualize, monitor 
and/or manage electricity consumption.  Many of these HEDs have been deployed by utilities in smart 
grid, home energy management, home area network, and behavioral programs.   


29 Neil Strother and Bob Lockhart, “In-Home Displays, Networked HEM Systems, Standalone HEM Systems, Web 
Portals, and Paper Bill HEM Reports: Global Market Analysis and Forecasts – Executive Summary,” Navigant 
Research, 4Q2013. 
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In one assessment of energy savings in utility home energy management pilot programs, researchers 
confirmed savings from using HED, but observed a lack of persistence as measurements taken at the end 
of a 15-month study showed diminishing rates of savings.  The novelty wears off.  Stand-alone HEDs may 
find better use as a short term problem-solving tool than a permanent fixture in the home.  The initial 
interaction with an HED builds consumer awareness and prompts positive changes to energy behaviors. 
These early behavior changes may obviate the need for ongoing feedback.30  Microsoft and Google 
could not create sustainable businesses out of their Hohm and PowerMeter HEM services indicating the 
difficulty having ongoing interaction with the consumer.  In the long term, it will be more convenient for 
the consumer to have on-demand access to energy data through multiple devices – smart thermostat, 
tablet, smartphone – which may not require additional investment and are easily, wirelessly updateable.   


Energy consumption and price data are delivered to HEDs over the web or utility networks by utilities 
and third parties.  The utility is custodian of the raw consumer usage data; a third party can be any 
entity that wishes to use that data.  Green Button is a federal government sponsored initiative to 
standardize customer usage data and its interpretation at a user interface.  There was early support 
behind Green Button from almost 40 utilities and numerous third party players including NEEA 
stakeholders, Pacific Power, PacifiCorp and Portland General Electric.  There are two full-scale 
implementations of Green Button at PG&E and San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E)31 and many HEM 
vendors are beginning to integrate their products and services with Green Button from both utility and 
non-utility solutions.   


Utility IT infrastructure may need to be adapted to provide usage data to residential customers, whether 
Green Button or a proprietary method.  Results from the Green Button trials will be important input into 
design of and investment in energy data reporting systems. 


Data security 
There are reports of connected devices in a home being hacked.  Connected Home devices are as 
vulnerable as PC’s and laptops if they are not protected by passwords and firewalls.  There is not only 
fear of someone taking uninvited control of refrigerators and baby-cams remotely; there are concerns 
about businesses or government collecting and using Connected Home for their own purposes.  One of 
the biggest barriers to mainstream consumer adoption of Connected Home technologies is fear of 
hacking particularly when one value proposition for Connected Home services is peace-of-mind.32 


To protect against intrusive and unwarranted data collection, users and service providers need to apply 
lessons about security and privacy from the computer software and social media sectors to the 
Connected Home.  Vendors and service partners have to work together to ensure that device 


30 J. LaMarche, K. Cheney, C. Akers, K. Roth, and O. Sachs, “Home Energy Displays: Consumer Adoption and 
Response,” Fraunhofer Center for Sustainable Energy Systems, Prepared for: The National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory on behalf of the U.S. Department of Energy’s Building America Program, December 2012. 
31 Source: http://www.metering.com/green-button-building-metering-set-for-expansion-inu-s/, 12/11/13. 
32 Adriana Lee, “Hacking The Connected Home: When Your House Watches You,” www.readwrite.com, 11/ 13/13. 
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development, software development, and server side management leads to reliable consumer 
protection.  Utility partners have special customer privacy and network protection requirements. 


Interoperability, Connectivity and Standards 
Based on current market trends, several different wireless technologies will need to co-exist in the 
Connected Home.  Bluetooth is widely used in consumer electronics and home health devices, while 
ZigBee has emerged as an early technology leader for home automation, energy management and smart 
meter devices.  The Connected Home works when enabling technologies are interoperable and 
connected.  In the past, issues with interoperability have created barriers to Connected Home and HEM 
use.  Even though vendors and service providers want to differentiate their offerings with proprietary 
systems, customers are driving the market to common solutions.  Because of consumers’ experience 
with the ease of connectivity of mobile phones, there is an expectation that the Connected Home will 
provide similar broad capabilities.  


Connected Home products employ a number of wireless protocols: Z-Wave, ZigBee (including 
proprietary adaptations such as Crestron’s Infinet), Insteon, proprietary technologies such as Lutron’s 
ClearConnect, and super-efficient narrowband technologies most often found in the security industry.  
Wi-Fi and low-power Bluetooth are beginning to be found in more and more in Connected Home 
Devices.  6LoWPAN (IPv6 over Low power Wireless Personal Area Networks) is a new version of Wi-Fi 
that works in small, lightweight devices.   Greenwave Reality uses this to imbed IP addresses in its light 
switches, gateways, energy monitors and other smart devices.  Not far behind in its adaptation is 
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), also known as Bluetooth Smart.  BLE’s low energy requirements make the 
technology applicable to battery operated home automation devices such light bulbs and door locks that 
can be controlled directly from an app without the need for gateways.33 


Utility HEM communications are driven by energy use data and potential demand response 
communication, coupled with energy efficiency.  The choice has typically been a system centered on the 
Smart Meter using ZigBee SEP protocol.  Many utility HEM pilot programs using in-home displays have 
followed this path.  The communication capabilities of the Smart Meter have been revealed by the pilots 
to be limited and inconsistent.  Utilities have undertaken subsequent HEM pilots with Smart 
(communicating) Thermostats, Open ADR, and communication through the Internet. 


More universal connectivity and interoperability is becoming feasible with residential gateway products 
that are currently available.  The gateway is evolving as an alternative or a complement to traditional 
router functionality.  Specific HEM gateways will also add technology that will allow for meter data 
information, currently already available through Lowe’s IRIS system. 


The market is beginning to demand Connected Home devices or vendors to position themselves as the 
"hub" of the Connected Home.  This is a “Trojan Horse” strategy.  Any device that the market recognizes 
as the “hub” for a Connected Home would create revenue streams from additional products and 


33 Julie Jacobson, “Can Wi-Fi or Bluetooth Supplant  ZigBee or Z-Wave for Home Automation?” CEPro, 1/16/2014. 
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services under the corporate brand or through alliances and partnerships.  Analysts speculate that this is 
the primary reason for Google’s acquisition of Nest. 


The Revolv Hub, Staples Connect, and SmartThings home automation platform are new products that 
allow the homeowner to connect many different devices using multiple protocols.  Revolv claims to be 
able to wirelessly control all smart home connected devices, regardless of their protocol.  Revolv 
includes seven wireless radios and ten different wireless languages enabling it to work with devices such 
as Sonos, Philips Hue, Yale locks, Insteon, and GE lighting products.  This market evolution is addressing 
the Connected Home networking challenge head-on.  Industry experts say there is no reason why the 
"home network" should ever need to migrate to a single connectivity standard. 


A standard in the Connected Home allows users to easily use low-cost technology available from a 
variety of vendors and be protected from early obsolescence.  From a vendor’s perspective, standards 
provide guidelines for product development, define potential markets, and allow sales of products into 
legacy systems. 


 


Figure 9 - Dilbert on Standards 


The ideal Connected Home standard permits any product, from any vendor, regardless of the function, 
to work with any other product from any vendor regardless of function.  At a minimum, standards would 
be at an application level that would, for example, allow a TV remote control from one vendor to talk to 
a home security system from any other vendor that can interact with any energy management system 
that can report home health vital sign data and get it all to the cloud.  In the early stages of market 
development, standards allow devices to connect different communications types and characteristics.  
In the maturing market, customers will pick the connectivity technology winners and losers, obviating 
the need for standards. 


Many device companies have open APIs (application program interface) that provides a third party 
developer with programmatic access to a proprietary software application.  This encourages developers 
in vertical industries figure out new ways to use the company’s software to connect devices from 
different vendors.  Nest Labs announced in October 2013 a developer program for integration with 
other manufacturers' products through Nest's cloud.  Their first partner is Control4 whose customers 
can avail themselves of temperature information on a touchscreen or mobile device and turn the 
thermostat up or down.  Products that connect with Nest should appear in the first half of 2014. 
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Privacy and Security 
Connected Home data from smart thermostats, smart meters and smart appliances have the potential 
to reveal a lot about a household.  This kind of data can be combined with other demographic 
information to create useful business intelligence.  Third party use of this data to expand the market or 
innovate is desirable.  Protecting data from unwanted use is a key privacy issue.  Fortunately the issue is 
manageable and there are privacy lessons to be learned from the banking, healthcare and retail sectors.  
These privacy and consumer protection laws are the best applicable privacy and security practices for 
the implementation of the smart home for utilities.  Security is essential to protecting consumer privacy 
and is integral to many aspects of utility operations.  Cyber security is critical to preventing attackers or 
malicious software from accessing networks, software and devices in a way that could destabilize grid 
operations.  


Long Term Trends – Intelligent Efficiency 
ACEEE has coined the term Intelligent Efficiency to describe holistic programs to minimize energy use in 
industrial and commercial facilities.  


 “System efficiency opportunities produce energy savings that dwarf component-
based efficiency improvements by an order of magnitude. System efficiency is 
performance-based, optimizing the performance of the system overall—its 
components, their relationships to one another, and their relationships to human 
operators. One of the cornerstones of systems-based efficiency is information and 
communication technologies, such as the Internet, affordable sensors, and 
computing capacity that are the foundation upon which systems efficiency are 
built…If homeowners and businesses were to take advantage of currently available 
information and communications technologies that enable system efficiencies, the 
United States could reduce its energy use by about 12-22 percent and realize tens 
or hundreds of billions of dollars in energy savings and productivity gains.”34  


An ENERGY STAR workshop in 2012 extended Intelligent Efficiency concepts to residential markets.35  
Information and communication technologies for Intelligent Efficiency are present today in the 
Connected Home.  Intelligent Efficiency is an advancement of HEM in the Connected Home as it is based 
on synergies between components that result in greater efficiency than would be achieved by the 
individual parts.  To create an ideal home with Intelligent Efficiency requires complete understanding of 
how all energy-related components of a home interact with each other and with the home’s occupants. 


Intelligent Efficiency aligns perfectly with the concept of “The Internet of Things” or IOT.  IOT is another 
way of saying that devices are connected through the Internet.  This not only includes smartphones, 
tablets and PCs, but all the Connected Home devices – appliances, light bulbs, door locks, thermostats, 
health monitors – as well as toys and cars.  Cisco estimates this will amount to 50 billion connected 
devices by 2020.  Some products connect directly to each other (or through a router) or they connect to 


34 ACEEE Report, “A Defining Framework for Intelligent Efficiency,” June 5, 2012 
35 ENERGY STAR®,  “ICT Product Road-Mapping Informing Document,” TRACK 2: ICT-ENABLED INTELLIGENT 
EFFICIENCY SOLUTIONS AND ENERGY STAR, March 2013 
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the cloud then back to the home.  IOT devices in the home allow the homeowner connect with your 
home systems from anywhere in or outside of the house and control a heating system or lights with a 
smart phone.  Devices that connect to the internet and to each other build a scalable range of "smart" 
solutions with different levels of processing and connectivity.  The "always-on" connectivity and 
increased bandwidth of new 4G LTE networks is one technology fueling the growth of smart products 
and services.  The IOT market will be also driven by consumers who want easy-to-use software that 
translates all of this data into meaningful information displayed on multimedia-rich devices.36   


Intelligent energy efficiency technology and systems should meet the definition of Intelligent Systems in 
IOT.37 


• Internet connected: Adheres to standard Internet protocols as they evolve 
• Intelligent: Runs user-mode applications 
• Managed: Monitor and configure over the Internet 
• Secured: Encryption and authentication for management and communications; threat and 


malware detection and resolution 
• End-to-End: Consistent service interfaces span the ecosystem 


Connected Home Industry Structure 
It is important to understand how the industry players contribute to creation and delivery of Connected 
Home benefits to the residential end-user.  The value chain, Figure 10, is a strategic map to identify 
where there can be win-win relationships between energy efficiency program sponsors and other 
businesses in the Connected Home industry.  Regardless of where utilities intercede to shape energy 
consumption, at the manufacturer or the retailer, the end customer must receive the benefits. 


 
Figure 10 - Connected Home Value Chain 


36Alexandru Voica and Kevin Kitigawa, “Connecting the World One Machine at a Time,” CEA I3, Sep/Oct 2013.  
37 Patrick Moorhead, “How To Intelligently Build an Internet Of Things (IOT),” 
www.forbes.com/sites/patrickmoorhead/2013/06/27/how-to-intelligentlybuild-an-internet-of-things-iot/, 
6/27/13. 
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A utility’s business model for HEM is distinct from the Connected Home model.  The utility business 
objective is primarily to get operational benefits by reducing peak demand and overall energy 
consumption (although there are some utilities selling non-core home services).  Utilities do not 
compete with non-utility service providers and retailers in the classic sense because they achieve their 
business objectives whether they sell HEM products to the end-user or if other firms sell the products.  
This makes the financial analysis of the HEM market confusing as it is more reflective of manufacturer 
sales than value delivered to the end user.  GTM Research forecasts the current value of this HEM 
market at $1.5 Billion and expects it to grow at a rate of more than 25% per year, Figure 11.38 


 
Figure 11 - HEM Market Size by Business Model 


The table below, adapted from GTM Research39, shows vendor value propositions for HEM and 
Connected Home products.  Because the utility-centric value proposition has a narrower set of options 
for the residential consumer, it has a more limited market potential than the consumer-centric products 
and services. 


  Utility Centric Value Proposition Consumer Centric Value Proposition 


Description Focused on DR capability, analytical services 
and energy savings of 5%-20% 


Focused on features and benefits for 
Security, Controls and HEM Solutions 


Product Smart Thermostats, PCTs, HEDs and load 
control devices, Hub Gateway 


Automation, Lighting, Monitored Security, 
Smart thermostats, Controls, Hub Gateway 


Market Strategy Sold direct to utility and distributed to 
residential customers 


Sold direct to the consumer through 
multiple channels: retail, service providers, 
integrators and dealers 


Consumer Choice Small portfolio or single product Multiple choices in each category with low 
modularity 


Table 2 - HEM Value Propositions 


38 Kamil Bojanczyk,”Home Energy Management Systems: Vendors Technologies and Opportunities 2013-2017, 
GTM Research, October 2013. 
39 Bojanczyk, GTM Research, October 2013. 
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Manufacturers generally sell utility-centric products to utilities and other energy services companies.  
Consumer-centric products find their way from manufacturer to consumer through a wide range of 
channel participants, including broadband service providers, home security service companies, and 
retailers. 


Market Participants 
There are many Fortune 500 companies from manufacturing and service sectors participating in the 
Connected Home market such as AT&T, ADT, Comcast, Comverge, General Electric, Honeywell and 
Lutron.  There are also a large number of emerging disruptive players to challenge traditional business 
models such as, Aclara, Alarm.com, AlertMe, Calico Energy Services, Control4, iControl, EnergyHub, 
Greenwave Reality, Insteon, Nest Labs, and Vivint.   


Vendors are manufacturers and service companies that are generally upstream of the distribution 
channel in the Connected Home Value Chain.  The universe of Connected Home and HEM vendors can 
be plotted on two dimensions: automation and intelligence.  Intelligence refers to the sophistication of 
sensing, communication and analytical functions in a device.  Automation is the capability of a system to 
act with minimal human intervention.  The HEM market structure is categorized by these two 
dimensions in Figure 12; concepts in this map also apply to the overall Connected Home market.  The 
chart provides an overview of the intelligence and automation capabilities of device manufacturers and 
service companies, also indicating where companies with utility-centric business models are positioned. 
Single purpose solutions are typically lower on the automation scale.   


 
Figure 12 - HEM Vendor Universe40 


40 Navitas Partners analysis adapted from Bojanczyk, GTM Research, p. 28. 
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The GTM Research report defines twelve different Connected Home/HEM product and service 
categories, see table below.  106 companies, profiled in the Appendix of the GTM Research report, 
deliver products or services from two or more categories.     


Connected Home/HEM Product and Service Categories 
Chip Components Consumer Software 


Communication Equipment Enterprise Software 


PCTS, IHDS, DLC Devices Integrated Utility Solutions 


Packaged Solutions Value Added Services 


Integrated Non-Utility Solutions Additional Products & Services 


Automation Analytics 
Table 3 - Product and Service Categories 


In today’s market, the utility-specific products tend to be high automation and high intelligence to meet 
smart grid integration needs of utilities.  A fragmented market now supplies utility specific solutions and 
a number of small, innovative suppliers, largely supported by utilities, provide products that meet 
specific Demand Response objectives.  As the market matures, there will be significant vendor 
consolidation and a lot of the DR related functionality in the utility-specific products will be integrated 
into non-utility products. 


Non-utility products are currently situated towards the high automation and low intelligence quadrant 
of the map.  In this analysis, non-utility solutions are stand-alone products that provide basic HEM 
comfort-related features and energy-saving benefits to consumers.  There are trends toward more 
intelligent devices such as the Nest Learning Thermostat and other smart thermostats.  These smart 
devices have learning algorithms to automate the programming of heating and cooling controls as well 
as embedded hardware and software that enable utility DR and EE programs. 


The upper right-hand quadrant of Figure 12 is the highest value segment of the market.  The growth 
potential for high automation/high intelligence products and services will lead to mergers, acquisitions, 
and partnerships, and a concentration of market power.  There is clear evidence of this development in 
the merger of C3 and Energy Efficiency 2.0, EcoFactor’s partnership with XFinity, and Google’s 
acquisition of Nest Labs. 


As the Connected Home industry and HEM products and services evolve, the utilities direct relationship 
with the customer on HEM may change.  Utility HEM programs can, for example, be implemented 
without the utility rolling its trucks.  EnergyHub is one of several entrants in the HEM space that rely on 
the installation of EE and DR enabled products, such as smart thermostats, to access data and to gain 
the ability to control loads in the home.  HVAC contractors, consumers, and cable and security 
companies provide the installation while companies like EnergyHub do the marketing, participant 
recruiting, load aggregation, and data management.   


In this fast moving market, NEEA can play an important role in monitoring technical advancements and 
business trends that impact the success of their members in the HEM market.  A utility’s biggest risks in 
the Connect Home and HEM markets are related to the speed of technology advancement and 
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constantly changing dynamic of the business structure.  Technology obsolescence makes it difficult for 
utilities with long-lived assets to invest in this area.  Business obsolescence increases costs, as time and 
expense are required to establish new business relationships if a company exits the market or merges 
with another firm.  Up-to-date market, business, and technical intelligence can help reduce these risks. 


Channels   
The channel structure for the Connected Home/HEM market is evolving.  Four distinct channels appear 
to be positioned to serve residential customers: 


• Home Security service companies 
• Broadband service providers 
• Retailers 
• Consumer electronics and HVAC design and installation firms 


Competition to serve these consumers is driven by the availability of connected devices, applications 
built around new data sources, and unmet consumer needs in home automation.  The combination of 
energy, security, and home controls features in a Connected Home package means consumers will have 
many options to satisfy their needs.  The variety of Connected Home features also creates an 
opportunity for partnerships as retailers, security, telecoms, cable operators, and utilities all compete 
for a dominant position in this new market.  


The other major reason for the movement of major companies into the Connected Home space is the 
maturation of their core businesses and decline in Average Revenue per User (ARPU).   


 
Figure 13 - Market Penetration of Services Related to the Connected Home41 


Figure 13 shows the penetration of the specific services that are relevant to the connected home.  
Telecommunications and cable services providers have saturated their traditional markets (voice, data, 
video, wireless) services.  While home security appears to have room for growth, the number of 
households with security services has peaked within their customer base.  The potential to add ARPU 


41 The ADT Corporation, INVESTOR DAY PRESENTATION, September 18, 2012. 
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with Connected Home and HEM is leading the cable, telecom and security industries to participate in 
this business. 


Electric Utility Channel 
Electric utilities have been at the vanguard of a nascent HEM market, but will unlikely be a significant 
channel in the future.  Their business objectives in the market have primarily been operational 
improvements and end-user programs to manage peak loads.  Recent implementation of digital smart 
meters has furthered utility interest in HEM as they envision the combination of a smart meter and in-
home technologies as enablers for comprehensive energy efficiency, distributed generation and demand 
response programs.  Today, utilities are channels for in-home displays, programmable communicating 
thermostats and DR services to their ratepayers.   


It is important to distinguish consumer products from utility products in the HEM market as utilities will 
be a channel for utility-centric HEM products and services such as automated demand response.  Most 
of the HEM market will, however, be consumer products.  It is expected that utilities will only be a 
channel for consumer-related HEM products and services in markets that are not well served by 
broadband- and security-service providers.  For this reason, utilities are partnering with service 
providers and manufacturers in order to achieve DR and EE goals through consumer products channels. 


Broadband Service Provider Channel 
Broadband services are offered by cable and telecommunications companies and include internet, 
television, video on demand, and voice (wired and wireless).  The wireline broadband industry (cable 
companies) territories are defined geographically; the largest cable companies operate across the US in 
defined geographies.  They compete with telecommunication and satellite TV within those geographies.  
Verizon and AT&T wireless businesses cover the entire U.S. but their fiber optic and DSL services have 
defined geographic territories like the cable companies.   


Currently the Connected Home applications rely on an internet connection.  Internet access is pervasive 
in the Pacific Northwest and most of the population has access to speed greater than 25 mbps, Figure 
14.  Internet is available in Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and Washington from most of the major service 
providers depending on geographic service territories, Table 4.  In the future, Connected Home features 
may be untethered from broadband and be accessible through wireless networks.   


 
Figure 14 - Broadband Availability at Different Speeds in Pacific Northwest42 


42National Broadband Map - Rank, 12/31/12, http://www.broadbandmap.gov/. 
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The largest broadband service companies started as cable TV providers.  Cable service is typically the 
largest portion of their business, but it is experiencing erosion because of Internet TV services such as 
Apple TV and Netflix.  Cable Service Providers have experienced a loss of 600,000 basic cable customers 
in 201343.  This adds certain pressure to create additional value-added services, such as Connected 
Home services, for existing customers. 


Broadband Internet Provider Presence in Pacific 
Northwest44 


U.S. Subscribers at 
the end of 3Q 2013 


U.S. Net Adds in 3Q 
2013 


Cable Companies 
Comcast OR, WA              20,283,000                    297,000  
Time Warner ID              11,550,000                       (9,000) 
Charter OR, WA                4,535,000                      98,000  
Cablevision MT                2,774,000                     (13,000) 
Suddenlink ID                1,093,100                      21,000  
Mediacom                     956,000                        7,000  
WOW (WideOpenWest)                     725,000                      16,000  
Cable ONE ID, OR, WA                   469,296                        5,004  
Other Major Private Companies                  6,350,000                      15,000  
Total Top Cable                48,681,396                    437,904  


Telecommunication Companies 
AT&T Wireless: ID, MT, OR, WA 


Wireline: None 
             16,427,000                     (26,000) 


Verizon Wireless: ID, MT, OR, WA 
Wireline: None 


               8,995,000                      56,000  


CenturyLink Wireless: ID, MT, OR, WA 
Wireline: ID, MT, OR, WA 


               5,942,000                      33,000  


Frontier Wireless: ID, MT, OR, WA 
Wireline: ID, OR, WA 


               1,808,000                      26,500  


Windstream                  1,183,400                     (11,100) 
FairPoint                     330,698                       (1,922) 
Cincinnati Bell                     265,600                        3,900  
Total Top Phone                34,951,698                      80,378  
Total Broadband                83,633,094                    518,282  


Table 4 – U.S. Broadband Internet Service45 


Broadband service providers have saturated their traditional markets known as the triple or quadruple 
play (voice, data, video, and wireless) services.  Connected Home is fertile ground for growth within 
their respective customer bases.  Service bundles including the Connected Home feature sets – security, 
comfort, entertainment, and wellness – extend the operator’s reach into the home, while leveraging 
existing investments in marketing and equipment, to create new revenue opportunities.  Monthly 
service revenue generation often termed “subscription services” is in the billions of dollars.  GTM 


43 Research Notes: Actionable Research on the Broadband, Media & Entertainment Industries, Leichtman Research 
Group, Inc., 4Q 2013, p. 6. 
44 National Broadband Map - Provider, 12/31/12, http://www.broadbandmap.gov/. 
45 Research Notes: Actionable Research on the Broadband, Media & Entertainment Industries, Leichtman Research 
Group, Inc., 4Q 2013, p. 8.  
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Research forecasts the home energy management component of Connected Home subscription services 
to exceed $2 Billion in 201746.  


Fortune 100 broadband service companies such as AT&T and Comcast have entered the Connected 
Home and HEM space offering a full suite of services with an emphasis on home security.  Verizon 
recently announced they are restructuring their business in this area.47  Additional cable players, Time-
Warner, Cox Communications and telecommunications providers Sprint and CenturyLink all have 
deployed similar products and services in their markets.  All Connected Home offerings include space 
conditioning and lighting controls in the menu of options.   


Home Security Service Provider Channel  
Home security services market penetration has been stuck at around 20% of households until recently.  
IP enabled monitoring technology has become affordable and available and has lowered the barriers to 
entry for new competition.  Broadband service providers like AT&T and Time Warner have launched 
their own home security offerings within the last year and join other new competitors such as Comcast, 
Cox Communications, and Lowe’s.  Leveraging their large customer base, broadband companies are 
offering home security in order to increase their average revenue per user (ARPU).  Most new entrants 
have partnered with existing professional monitoring companies, while some have decided to launch 
their own monitoring stations.  Broadband and retail companies will increase consumer awareness of 
home security products and services leading to growth rates of about 10% per year over the next three 
years.48  


Lowe’s home security approach is different than the traditional security suppliers as they are targeting 
the self-monitoring market by offering interactive services at a much lower cost than professional 
monitoring without a contract.  Do-It-Yourself and self-monitoring systems is only a small segment of 
the home security market today, but it is projected to be driven to higher penetration levels by smart 
phone users and households that want to avoid the fees for monitored systems.   


While telecommunication companies, cable providers and retailers are now competing in the home 
security market, traditional security installation and service companies like ADT are adding home 
automation features to their core intrusion monitoring service.  ADT Home Security is the dominant 
player in the fragmented home security market with 25% market share and more than 6 million 
residential customers; served nationally by 450 dealers and over 200 ADT branch offices.  ADT and other 
large security players such as Alarm.com utilize the dealer model.  The dealer model permits an in-home 
customer experience with local service contact, which ADT has successfully deployed to attain their 
leading market share.  In addition to the new broadband and retail competitors, traditional home 
security providers are now seeing competition from new players such as Alarm.com, Vivint, and 
Frontpoint Security along with disruptive start-ups such as SimpliSafe. 


46 Bojanczyk, GTM Research, October 2013, p.165. 
47 Julie Jacobson, “Verizon Drops DIY Security/Home Automation Initiative,” CEPro.com, February 10, 2014. 
48 “Home Security Companies Not Alarmed by New Entrants,” IMS Research Press Release, June 7, 2013. 
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The competition is gaining momentum as Alarm.com now has 1.5 million residential customers and 
Vivint’s customer base has reached 1.2 million.  As competition creates pricing pressure and leads to 
customer defections, home security providers are adding selections of HEM products to their platforms 
to grow or just to maintain revenues.  Alarm companies are aligning their HEM products and services 
with utility EE and DR efforts to help acquire customers and gain market share.   


Alarm.com has developed a line of HEM products, under the emPower brand, that can help a 
homeowner make smart energy decisions and manage lights, appliances and thermostat settings.  They 
have partnered with SDG&E to pilot smart energy programs, but a full program is not being promoted.  
In 2012, ADT announced a partnership with SCE, as well as business development activities with Florida 
Power and Light and Constellation Energy, to use ADT’s Pulse platform in SCE’s EE and DR programs.49  
The ADT Pulse thermostat allows customers to see daily energy bill estimates, energy usage information 
and energy savings alerts, among other usage monitoring features.  ADT’s thermostat is one of eight 
approved devices that are compatible with SCE’s smart meters.  SCE’s and ADT’s websites do not include 
readily available information that shows joint marketing of ADT smart thermostats with utility EE or DR 
programs.   


Analysts believe simple call-center based Home Security is the platform for the Connected Home.  New 
HEM products by industry leading ADT and the entrance of major competitors are evidence of this 
future.  The barriers to this transition from Home Security to Home Automation are similar to the 
barriers to HEM adoption: 


• High initial costs.  Full automation requires a high investment in equipment and professional 
installation, etc. 


• System Integration.  Absence of standards limit system customization and market expansion.  
• The potential for further economic downturn. With another economic downturn, discretionary 


spending on Connected Home technologies like remote access to HVAC systems and video 
monitoring would be deferred. 


Retail Channel 
The advances in technology and reductions in product and installation costs have made Connected 
Home functionality reasonably affordable for the consumer and an attractive opportunity for retail.  
Retailers are entering into the space both as a branded solution, such as Lowe’s IRIS product portfolio, 
and through traditional category merchandising, for example Best Buy.  Retailers will emerge as a key 
channel for Connected Home systems and single-point solutions.  Home energy management single-
point solutions such as thermostats are a standard product offer at all home improvement stores as well 
as many department and consumer electronics stores. 


A home improvement store’s position as a supplier in the Do-It-Yourself market will allow Connected 
Home products and services to reach the mass market.  This retail channel will play a growing and 
important role in both HEM and Connected Home as a seller and service provider.  Lowe’s introduced 


49 Jeff St. John, “The Smart Meter Home Security Connection,” http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles, 
11/28/12 
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their IRIS smart home concept in the summer of 2012 and now offers broad product portfolio to help 
customers with home security and home energy management.  Lowe’s has formed partnerships with 
well-known brands such as First Alert, Honeywell, Schlage, and Whirlpool in this venture.  The Iris hub 
allows these products to be wirelessly interconnected.  Since Iris's launch, Lowe's has built a new 
connected home section in stores and completed a nationwide rollout of products--creating a one-stop-
shop for the connected home. 


Home improvement stores are in the best position to make significant gains in the HEM market, as they 
already sell traditional programmable and smart thermostats in their brick and mortar stores and online.  
Consumer’s top preference, 41% of consumers surveyed, is to purchase automation and energy 
management controls such as smart thermostats at a home improvement store50.     


Consumer Electronics and other Specialty stores are becoming active in the emerging Connected Home 
market with a focus on technology.  The technology emphasis connects with the “digital lifestyle” of 
their customers.  Of the consumer electronics retailers, Best Buy has assorted premium home 
automation products for a decade and now offers a selection of with smart thermostats, lighting 
controls, remote video monitoring and other “plug and play” home automation solutions.  Staples 
launched a Connected Home business in the fourth quarter of 2013 under the “Connect” brand in 
partnership with Linksys and Kronos51.  The Staples Connect hub is a simple device that allows the 
interconnection of multiple devices, including products from Honeywell, Philips, GE, Lutron, First Alert, 
and Yale. 


Mass merchandisers Sears, Target and Wal-Mart carry a broad variety of programmable and non-
programmable thermostats online and smaller assortments in stores.  As smart phones and the 
convenience of remote control become a regular part of mass consumer’s mindset, smart thermostats 
are beginning to be offered by mass merchandisers.  Wal-Mart’s thermostat product selection, for 
example, includes the Honeywell Wi-Fi Smart Thermostat. 


One concern about the DIY Connected Home products purchased from retailers is customer service.   
Who does the homeowner call when there are installation problems or things stop operating?  Many 
retailers have technical service groups, such as Best Buy’s Geek Squad, that could fulfill this function. 


Retail is an important channel for energy efficiency program implementation and the execution of a 
utility HEM strategy.  Lowe's Iris and other retail Connected Home solutions are opening up the mass 
market for Connected Home products and services.  Retailers are already familiar with utility energy 
efficiency programs and HEM would be a logical addition to existing utility programs with retailers.   


Online Channels 
Connected Home products are relatively complex and consumers will require a lot of information and 
even demonstration prior to purchase.  Online is the preferred informational channel for consumer 
electronics products and the internet will be a significant driver to adoption of Connected Home 


50 CEA Adoption and Usage of Home Automation Technologies, 2013 
51 Staples, http://www.staples.com/sbd/cre/marketing/staples-connect/ 
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products.  Lowe’s Iris and Staples Connect have extensive product information on their web sites and 
consumers can purchase components and systems through the retailers’ on-line stores.  Amazon is 
positioning itself as the leading information source and marketplace for the Connected Home.  The 
Director of Amazon Tools & Home Improvement commented on home automation: 


“Home Automation is becoming a big deal, not just on Amazon, but in the Home 
Improvement category as a whole.  We’ve heard from customers that having 
one place to search and discover home automation items – from lighting and 
security to temperature control and entertainment systems – was important.  
We know based on what our customers were asking us for and what they were 
searching for on our site, that they want a place where they can easily discover, 
learn and purchase items from this store. We’re seeing tremendous growth in 
this category and are very focused on making sure our customers have all of the 
information and tools needed to make informed purchase decisions.52” 


Amazon’s new Home Automation store brings together products from Electronics, Computers & 
Accessories, Camera & Photo, and Tools & Home Improvement into a one-stop information and 
shopping destination where customers can research and purchase Connected Home products.  Their 
line-up includes the Nest Learning thermostat and many other point solutions for lighting control, 
entertainment control, and home security.   


Many new companies entering the Connected Home market are selling their products and services 
almost exclusively on-line.  Insteon is succeeding by selling their products through Amazon, TigerDirect, 
SmartHome, and the on-line stores of major retailers; Best Buy's online store sells the entire Insteon 
line.  Frontpoint Security, SimpliSafe Security, Alarm.com and others have a nearly 100% online business 
model for their Connected Home services.  


Systems Integrator Channel 
Home automation has until now mostly appealed to higher end homeowners who could afford to use 
“design and install” professionals.  Integrators of consumer electronics, home comfort controls, and 
home security have targeted the premium and luxury residential home markets.  The Consumer 
Electronics Design and Installation Association (CEDIA) represents the independent companies that 
service this market as well as vendors of high-end home automation equipment.  A typical integrator is a 
small company serving a local market.  Historically, integrator’s business focus has been automation or 
entertainment systems, however in recent years energy management is a prominent system feature.  
The best known CEDIA manufacturers are AMX, Control4, and Savant, whose sophisticated products 
require significant systems integration and custom installation.   


The price range for these systems begins in the low thousands of dollars and upwards into the 
$100,000’s of dollars.  Some integrators earn recurring revenue by providing home monitoring services.  
The growth in the high-end market, however, is flattening and a large share of the integrator companies 


52 Julie Jacobson, “Q&A: Why Amazon Opened Home Automation Store,” http://www.cepro.com/article, 
September 10, 2013. 
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are beginning to move down into the mid-market.53  Product standardization and competitive pricing is 
expected to reshape the integrator business model and force CEDIA companies away from the 
traditionally high-end market with its sizable margins.  Savant recently brought on a former Barnes and 
Noble executive to run the company and attack the mass market.  They will be marketing a $1,000 
system with nearly the capabilities of a full-fledged Savant system that once would cost $30,000.54   


An important strategic decision for NEEA and utilities when designing an HEM program is the program 
model.  There are three models: 1) to engage consumer directly in a down-stream program, 2) to work 
with manufacturers in an up-stream program or 3) to partner with channels in a mid-stream program.   
There are many channel options for mid-stream programs, each with its advantages and disadvantages.  
A mid-stream program, which involves market leaders, provides leverage to efficiently influence 
manufacturers and impact consumer behavior. 


Channel Advantages Disadvantages 
Broadband Service Providers • Mass market reach 


• Turn-key installation service 
• 24/7 monitoring service 
• HEM bundles with other 


broadband services 
 


• Limited product variety 
• Limited experience with home 


monitoring and control 
• Service reputation 
• Limited relationship with 


utilities 
Home Security Service Providers • Turn-key installation service 


• 24/7 monitoring service 
• HEM bundles with other 


broadband services 


• Limited mass market appeal for 
monitored home security 


• Limited product variety 
• Service reputation 
• Limited relationship with 


utilities 
Brick and Mortar Retail • Mass market reach 


• In-store demonstrations 
• Product variety 
• Installation services 
• Familiarity with utility 


efficiency programs 


• Limited customer service 


On-line Retail • Mass market reach 
• Customer education 
• Product variety 


• Limited customer service 
• Product quality concerns 
• Limited relationship with 


utilities 
System Integrators • High quality reputation 


• Product and service 
customization 


• Limited market reach 
• High price 


Table 5 - HEM Program Channel Options 


Market Drivers for HEM in the Connected Home 
Knowing consumer attitudes, perceptions and differences within the Connected Home and Home 
Energy Management space will be critical to increasing adoption of HEM and transformation of the 


53 CEDIA ESC 2016, White Paper, 2011. 
54  
http://www.cepro.com/article/print/interview_savant_hires_former_barnes_noble_ceo , 1/29/2014. 
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energy efficiency market.  Successful program design depends on the appropriate channel selection and 
charting the customer migration path.  Knowledge of the consumer is a critical part in creating a value 
proposition for consumers in the Pacific Northwest.   


The Connected Home is becoming a reality because of the universal availability of broadband internet 
and the convenience of smartphone and tablet controls with simple apps.  The main value of Connected 
Home products and services is information and the ability to control connected devices in the home no 
matter where the homeowners are.  Convenience and peace of mind are the most important factors 
shaping consumer interest in and purchase of automation systems.  Flicking a light switch within the 
next decade will be as rare as it is now to change TV channels by walking up to a TV and pressing a 
button on it. 


Saving money through energy consumption management is gaining momentum as a Connected Home 
benefit to the mass consumer.  The interest in stand-alone energy management devices for energy 
efficiency and demand response, however, will be small compared to demand for Connected Home 
services, which provide multiple feature sets.  Energy efficiency and demand response will be a 
consequence of consumer adoption of Connected Home products and services. 


A Connected Home industry that includes HEM products and services will move forward without the EE 
and DR community.  The speed at which the market is moving is outpacing utility efforts to develop and 
pilot programs.  According to an executive in the Connected Home space, “we do not have the time and 
resources for the scientific experiments without real action.”  A cautious position may result in a minor 
role by utilities in the Connected Home and HEM markets.  Since utility and Connected Home companies 
share customers, it is critical to understand these mutual customers and develop partnerships and value 
propositions that result in meaningful energy savings.   


Consumer Research  
A lot of consumer research has been done by utilities in support of HEM pilots and customer feedback 
indicates a desire for more energy information and for control of power consumption in the home.  The 
right amount of information and the level of customer involvement in managing home energy use, 
however, have not yet been definitively determined.55   


There are segments of the population that are enthusiastic about energy efficiency and there are 
customer segments that are apathetic about this issue.  There is evidence indicating that the segment of 
disinterested consumers is significantly larger than the enthusiastic segment.  Dealing with utilities and 
energy issues is one of the lowest priorities in the average American’s life, Figure 15.  One key reason 
that energy efficiency is “back of mind” for the typical consumer is that energy is not a large portion of a 
household budget, Figure 16.  There are many competing opportunities to save money at home.  To 
date, the utility channel has had limited success in selling HEM to a broad market with an energy saving 
value proposition.56    


55 Grid Edge: Utility Modernization in the Age of Distributed Generation, GTM Research, October 2013, p.24. 
56 Industry Report: Digital Lifestyles U.S., Parks Associates, p. 52, April 2013. 
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Figure 15 - American Attention Span for Energy Efficiency57 


Saving money by lowering energy bills is appealing to almost all homeowners around the world 
according to Opower research.58  Other HEM related research comes to similar conclusions.59  Saving 
money on anything is a rational economic decision as long as the consumer receives acceptable benefits 
for the investment.  None of the research on this topic provides insight as to whether a consumer would 
prefer to save money by lowering an energy bill or by reducing a home insurance expense.  This decision 
would depend on household income among other things. 


 
Figure 16 - Share of Annual U.S. Household Budget by Item for Different Annual Incomes60 


Connected Home and HEM are part of newly defined “digital lifestyle” product categories, which also 
include broadband internet, television services, mobile services, and digital content services.61  HEM 


57 Shane Fay, “Behavioral Customer Engagement for Energy Efficiency Results,” National Summit on EE and Smart 
Grid, October 15, 2013. 
58 Opower, “Five Universal Truths about Energy Consumers,” White Paper #8, 2013. 
59 CABA, Energy as a Managed Service Research Report, 2011 
60 Consumer Expenditure Survey, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, September, 2012. 
61 Industry Report: Digital Lifestyles U.S., Parks Associates, April 2013. 
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consumers share many characteristics of customers for Connected Home and other digital lifestyle 
products.  Understanding the Connected Home customer is important in designing successful utility EE 
and DR programs for two reasons: 


• It will inform utilities on which segments to target for stand-alone HEM products and services 
and how to serve these customers. 


• It will provide guidance on how to leverage the Connected Home market to achieve energy 
saving goals.   


Four organizations have published research over the last few years that helps define the customer base 
for Connected Home and HEM.  The collective research points out that Connected Home and HEM are 
not for everyone and that any product, marketing campaign, or energy efficiency program must be 
targeted at a receptive market segment.  Results from research studies by Best Buy, Consumer 
Electronics Association (CEA), J. D. Power, and PG&E describe market segments and attempt to define 
the Connected Home product category.  Each study takes a slightly different view of the market. 


• Best Buy talks about a Connected World with Smart Energy.62   
• PG&E researches Smart Home from an energy management perspective.63   
• J. D. Power covers the broad market for Digital Lifestyle products.64   
• CEA explores the awareness and preferences of this emerging home automation market. 


From the broadest perspective, Connected Home is a consumer electronics market.  CEA’s annual 
research on the topic shows that consumer awareness of this category is growing.  Their 2013 survey65 
on consumer awareness, Figure 17, indicates a ten percentage point increase in awareness in one year. 


 
Figure 17 - Awareness of Home Automation and Terms Associated with Home Automation (2013) 


Even though awareness is increasing for all terms associated with Connected Home in the CEA study, 
any communications with consumer on the subject should include clear descriptions of the technology 


62 Kris Bowring, “The Connected World Consumer: Creating Relevance and Capturing Mindshare for Energy 
Management,” Presentation at the Building America Residential Energy Efficiency Stakeholder's Meeting, Mar. 16-
18, 2011. 
63Paul Peterson, “Smart Home Opportunity Research,” ET Project Number: ET11PGE1108, Prepared for Pacific Gas 
and Electric Company, November 16, 2011.  
64J.D. Power 2013 Digital Lifestyle Study, Webcast Results Presentation, August 22, 2013  
65 “Adoption and Usage of Home Automation Technologies,” CEA Market Research Report, September, 2013. 
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and its benefits because there is no obvious winner for the product category label.   “Home monitoring” 
is the most recognized label because consumers associate monitoring with home security services.  
Where appropriate, promotion for HEM should take advantage of consumers’ familiarity with the term 
“home monitoring.” 


Security, comfort and convenience are common drivers for adoption of Connected Home in every 
research study.  The two major segments described by Best Buy’s research find value in all three drivers, 
but emphasize different aspects depending on segment demographics.  The younger segment, Life 
Maximizing, stresses convenience and the older segment, Home Safeguarding, is highly motivated by 
security, see Table 6.  These segments together comprise 48% of broadband homeowners that are best 
in the position to adopt Connected Home products and services.66  These preferences have implications 
for designing and promoting energy efficiency as part of a Connected Home.   


Key Lifestyle Drivers For Acceptance Of Smart Energy Programs – Best Buy Survey 
Segment Motivators Characteristics 
Home 
Safeguarding 


• Desire to financially and 
physically protect the home, 
which drives consumer 
demand for products and 
services that help reduce 
energy consumption through 
information and automated 
control features. 


• Somewhat older (fewer 18-34), slightly lower incomes 
in general 


• Somewhat more rural 
• Use some CFLs 
• More likely to have purchased energy efficient 


appliances 
• More likely to have installed energy efficient doors 


and windows, as well as weather-stripped and 
caulked around doors and windows 


• Purchased energy efficient heating/cooling systems 
Life Maximizing • Desire to have a more 


comfortable & convenient 
lifestyle, which drives 
demand for remote 
management features and 
home upgrade. 


• Younger (18-44) 
• Higher incomes ($100,000+) 
• Larger household sizes (4+) 
• More likely to own a second home 
• More likely to live in urban areas 
• Greater proportion live in the Pacific region 
• Much greater technology adoption  
• Extensive use of CFLs in home 
• More likely to have multiple programmable 


thermostats 
• More likely to have had a home energy audit 


Environmentalism • Environmentalism is not a 
particularly strong driver, but 
does make a minor 
contribution towards the 
demand for smart energy 
programs 


• 80% of Environmentalism consumers overlap with 
Home Safeguarding or Life Maximizing, or both 


Table 6 - Motivators for Adoption of Connected Home and HEM 


J. D. Power’s Digital Lifestyle study similarly identifies segments that have preferences for convenience 
or for security.  These segments are young and technology savvy.  There is a strong correlation between 


66 Bowring, Presentation at the Building America Residential Energy Efficiency Stakeholder's Meeting. 
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these segments and high broadband usage.  The Connected Home consumer is increasingly mobile and a 
smartphone user.  These connected consumers are looking to consolidate various disparate services and 
product solutions under a single service provider.  The J. D. Power study also points out that more than a 
third of consumers are unlikely buyers of Connected Home products and services.  These segments are 
infrequent users of technology and are older demographically than the connected consumers.  Table 7 
summarizes the study’s findings. 67 


Digital Lifestyle Segmentation – J. D. Power Study 
Segment Share  Characteristics 
The Family That 
Techs Together 
 


23% • Adult household with average age of 40 years old, usually with teens and kids 
• Highest income and education 
• They have heavy energy management, not much else “green” 
• They care a lot about security and automation 
• Technology has strong impact and they invest in it 
• Little to no landline use 


Generation 
Wireless 


23% • Young adult household with an average age of 30 years old 
• No green consciousness at all 
• Security not a concern but they care about automation 
• High likelihood to “Do it myself“ when it comes to home connection projects 
• Technology has strong impact, they invest in it and they engage in it 
• No landline use at all 


Emerging 
Traditionalists 


19% • Even age mix household profile with an average age of 46 years old 
• Contain largest household member avg. 
• They have an average green consciousness 
• Own mostly stationary technology (less mobile) with lots of devices 
• They have average security and automation usage 
• Technology has low impact and they don’t invest in it 
• They have an average to higher landline use but VoIP usage is high 


Low-Tech Empty 
Nesters 


28% • Average age is 55 years old 
• Cable & DVD rental use, not much else 
• Do not have/care about security/automation 
• No real investment in technology 
• Very limited use of healthcare monitoring 
• Higher than average landline use 


Offline Seniors 7% • Elderly household with an average age of 65 years old 
• They have a very green conscience 
• They have an average security use and no real automation use 
• They are unconcerned and have no technology impact at all 
• They have the highest landline use but low video consumption 


Table 7 - Digital Lifestyles Segmentation 


The consumer research on Connected Home links interest in energy management or green issues with 
preferences for connected products and services.  About 25% of the survey respondents in the J. D. 
Power study have stated that they would be interested in adding HEM to their bundle of connected 
home services in the future.68  Home security companies and broadband service providers use this 


67 J. D. Power Digital Lifestyle Study, Webinar, 2013, pp. 9-13. 
68 J. D. Power Digital Lifestyle Study, Webinar, 2013, p. 21. 
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observation as one of the reasons for their entrance into the Connected Home space.  A Navigant 
Research survey says, however, that two-thirds of U.S. consumers expressing interest in HEM are not 
aware that broadband service providers include HEM in their offer.69  This presents an opportunity for 
utilities to work with service providers to promote the energy savings. 


When energy management is part of a Connected Home bundle, broadband service providers are the 
preferred supplier and consumers favor utilities over security companies.70  The utility role as a 
Connected Home channel is less certain.  When talking about purchasing Connected Home products in 
general, the utility channel is the least likely place a consumer would go for a purchase.71  PG&E 
research on Smart Home Opportunity also introduces some questions about a utility role in this 
competitive market.  The most suitable utility role may be in educating consumers about HEM, Table 
8.72  


Smart Home Opportunity –  Pacific Gas and Electric Research 
Consumer Awareness Low awareness of Smart Homes and lack of clear understanding of the technologies 


necessary to assemble a Smart Home.  
Most assumed that the benefits of Smart Homes would be achievable only with a 
complete re-wiring of their house, and the expensive replacement of their major 
appliances with Smart Home-ready versions.  


Interest in Adoption Nearly all agreed that Smart Homes were the way of the future.  
Most were receptive to taking small steps towards making their homes “smarter.”  


Barriers to Adoption Fears of technology obsolescence, security and stability combined to create a 
significant perceptual obstacle  
Expectations of high cost and skepticism about the return on investment (ROI) on 
what was assumed to be a sizable investment.  


The concept of a fully-networked home becomes a “single point of failure” thereby 
rendering their home inoperable; vulnerability to hacking, securing intrusions and/or 
insidious control by utility providers; and a lack of accountable and reliable technical 
support in this multi-vendor, multi-provider environment.  


Utility Role Few were open to their utility provider as the “go to” lead in Smart Homes and Smart 
Home technologies.  


The prospect of ceding control of energy management systems or individual 
appliances in a full Smart Home implementation was met with an immediate and 
visceral negative response.  
Most open to their utility provider playing a significant role in educating customers 
about the benefits of Smart Home technologies, working with technology companies 
and appliance manufacturers to define standards for Smart Home-ready products, and 
providing financial incentives (rebates, discounts, etc.) for Smart product purchases.  


Table 8 - Findings of PG&E Smart Home Consumer Research 


69 Neil Strother and Bob Gohn, “Home Energy Management from Broadband Service Providers – Research Brief,” 
Navigant Research, 1Q 2013 
70 J. D. Power Digital Lifestyle Study, Webinar, 2013, p. 22. 
71 “Adoption and Usage of Home Automation Technologies,” CEA, p. 27. 
72 Paul Peterson, “Smart Home Opportunity Research,” ET Project Number: ET11PGE1108, pp. 1-2. 
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The PG&E research is a good example of how many utilities view Smart Home or Connected Home 
through a utility lens rather than from a consumer perspective.  There are recent examples of the 
benefits of having a consumer focus rather than a utility focus when conducting consumer research, 
designing a program or implementing EE and DR measures.   


In the spring of 2013, Nest Labs and Austin Energy launched a DR program to reduce peak residential 
demand using smart thermostats.  Results exceeded expectations – 56% load reduction by participating 
customers with only 11% of thermostat owners opting out of the program – because of a consumer 
oriented approach that followed three rules: 


• Stop calling programs "demand response," a confusing uncool utility term, and use words that 
are easier to understand, “rush hour rewards.” 


• Think about the customer first and then build out the program from there. 
• Make demand response automated to reduce customers’ worries.73 


EcoFactor partners with Xfinity/Comcast to provide HEM services through the broadband channel.  The 
energy management service in the Xfinity/Comcast bundle is based on a strong consumer value 
proposition: save customers money; make customers more comfortable; and make their HVAC easier to 
use.74 


Retailers value their partnership with utilities in energy efficiency programs and are articulating 
potential strategies for utility/retailer partnerships in Connected Home products and services.  


“As more and more connected devices become available in retail spots such as 
Lowe’s, it’s the perfect moment for utilities to step in and work with an 
established retail system to help teach customers—even those apathetic ones—
that it’s not too hard to save energy, that they can do so while keeping their 
home safer and, yes, while buying garden tools. He [Kevin Meagher of Lowe’s] 
added, ‘the message is loud and clear: We believe that success in the connected 
home will come with good partnerships. We think utilities would struggle to 
start this up from scratch. So, the two of us need to talk.’”75 


Consumer research on the Connected Home and HEM is appearing frequently from many different 
sources.  This research is a valuable starting point for additional NEEA research about Pacific Northwest 
consumer preferences for HEM, Connected Home, and service providers. 


Consumer Preferences in a Connected Home System 
The Connected Home potentially has a full spectrum of features related to consumer desires for 
entertainment, security, comfort, energy management and home healthcare.  The desirability of 


73 Stephen Lacey,” Nest and Opower Talk Strategy for Residential Demand Response,”  
www.greentechmedia.com/article, July 10, 2013 
74 John Steinberg, EcoFactor, “Why Residential A/C is the Future of Demand Management,”  National Town 
Meeting Demand Response and Smart Grid, June 28, 2012 
75 Kathleen Wolf Davis, “Retail VP to utilities: Stop building and start partnering,”  
www.intelligentutility.com/article, March 19, 2013 
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features is evolving and home security features continue to be an essential component of Connected 
Home offers according to 2013 CEA survey of over 1,000 consumers.  The survey also shows that – while 
not a critical feature – comfort and energy management are among the most desirable Connected Home 
features, Table 9. 


Feature 


Desirability 


Critical Desirable Does not 
matter/ 


Undesirable 
Alerts 


 Potential break-ins 48% 40% 12% 


 Potential fires or gas leaks 51% 39% 11% 


 Potential water leaks 33% 55% 13% 


 Automatic reporting of break-ins or fire 
to police / fire department 


47% 41% 11% 


Video Surveillance 


 Monitor 29% 50% 23% 


 Video surveillance recording 28% 47% 25% 


Home Entry 23% 51% 26% 


Climate 27% 57% 17% 


Energy Consumption 


 Monitor 23% 60% 17% 


 Manage (automatically adjust settings) 27% 57% 16% 


Lighting 20% 58% 22% 


Appliances 16% 57% 27% 


Window Treatments 11% 53% 37% 


Sprinkler System 14% 44% 42% 


Audio and video 14% 55% 31% 


Intercom system 10% 46% 44% 


 Table 9 - Connected Home Feature Desirability76 


Consumers’ intentions to buy a Connected Home product with a specific set of features also point out 
their preferences in this market.  The CEA survey provides insights about consumer purchase intentions; 
they are more likely to buy products with an energy efficiency focus than security-focused products or 
entertainment-focused products, Figure 18.  Feature desirability and product purchase intent are good 
indicators of the potential market opportunity for HEM and other Connected Home feature sets.  These 
indicators also guide product development and points of emphasis in marketing communications.   


Value propositions associated with Connected Home feature sets help convert the intent to purchase 
into an actual sale.  CEA’s survey presented a number of value propositions to prospective customers 
and the two that resonated greatest are saving money by reducing energy consumption and saving 


76 Adapted from “Adoption and Usage of Home Automation Technologies,” CEA, p. 19. 
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money by decreasing insurance premiums.  Two-thirds of those surveyed would have a high likelihood 
of purchasing a Connected Home technology if a money-saving value proposition were offered.77  


 
Figure 18 - Percentage of consumers likely to purchase product at some point in the future 


Consumer research from a variety of sources shows growing interest in and awareness of Connected 
Home products and services.  Consumers have preferences for feature sets that are convenient, provide 
security or save money.  The energy saving value proposition of HEM within the Connected Home is very 
appealing to consumers and a point of strength for utilities to consider when forming partnerships with 
manufacturers or channel organizations. 


Consumer research also segments customers into groups who are the most likely customers for 
Connected Home products and services.  Segmentation based on demographic criteria such as gender, 
age, education, income, home ownership, and technology familiarity.  At the moment, the target 
segments are young, technology-proficient, homeowners.  With the availability of energy consumption 
data from smart meters, relationships between energy use patterns and demographic factors can be 
established to better define target customer segments. 


Market Size and Energy Efficiency Potential 


HEM Market Size 
Analysis of the HEM market size estimates market penetration of smart thermostats, programmable 
communicating thermostats, and other home energy control devices that contribute to energy savings 
in the home.  Sources of market data cited in this report provide inputs to the current market size of the 
Connected Home, Home Security, and Smart Thermostat markets as well as projections for market 
growth over the next five to ten years.    


Navitas Partners’ analysis of market data indicates that, currently, less than 10% of U.S. households have 
one or more HEM devices in their home.  By the end of the next decade, the analysis projects that the 
market will be saturated and more than 80% of all households will have some kind of device in the home 
that will help control energy use and help save energy.  Figure 19 illustrates the growth pattern for HEM 
market penetration. 


77 “Adoption and Usage of Home Automation Technologies,” CEA, p. 22. 
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Figure 19 - Estimated National Adoption Rate for HEM (National Average) 


The methodology for estimating HEM market penetration over time is based on the diffusion curve for 
new products.78  The total number of households (HH) with an HEM device is the sum of household 
segments with “HEM products only” and household segments receiving “HEM services” through a 
broadband, home security, or energy services provider.  Separate diffusion curves have been drawn in 
Figure 19 for the two HEM segments – “HEM product only” is red line and “HEM services” is the blue 
line.   


Most likely, the “HEM products only” segments will make their purchase through retail channels.  
Service providers will sell and install HEM products as “HEM services” bundles. 


The main assumption in creating the estimate for market penetration of “HEM services” is that HEM is 
an add-on to Connected Home bundles and home security is the driving feature set in Connected 
Homes.  Home security services by themselves represent a relatively mature market and have adoption 
rates in the range of 15 to 20% of households.79,80  The addition of home automation/home 
management features and self-monitoring solutions is expected to grow the market by nearly 50% over 
the next decade.81,82  The diffusion curve attempts to match this incremental growth rate and the 
calculation assumes long term achievement of the penetration rate corresponding to the home security 
market.  Under these assumptions, 28% of households will eventually have HEM devices in their service 
bundle.  


The market penetration estimate for “HEM products only” assumes the market follows the growth rates 
of the smart thermostat market.  In 2013, approximately 1 million smart thermostats have been sold 
and installed.  This is 10% of the annual thermostat market and less than 1% penetration of U.S. 
households.83   


78 S-Curve Market Adoption, Mathias Brandewinder, Clear Lines Consulting LLC. 
79 Industry Report: Digital Lifestyles U.S., Parks Associates, April 2013. 
80 The ADT Corporation, INVESTOR DAY PRESENTATION, September 18, 2012. 
81 Industry Report: Digital Lifestyles U.S., Parks Associates, April 2013. 
82 “Home Security Companies Not Alarmed by New Entrants,” IMS Research Press Release, June 7, 2013. 
83 Bojanczyk, GTM Research, p. 148. 
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Industry experts have predicted smart thermostat growth rates of 40% annually over the next decade, 
Figure 20.84  


 
Figure 20 - Smart Thermostat Revenue, North America: 2013-2020 


The “HEM products only” diffusion curve attempts to match the 40% per year smart thermostat growth 
rate.   The long term penetration rate assumes existing thermostats will be changed when HVAC 
equipment is retired and replaced.  The typical lifetime of a home heating system is 20 years implying 
5% of all units are replaced each year.  Under these assumptions, it is estimated that almost 60% of 
households will eventually have smart thermostats by the year 2035. 


Energy Efficiency Potential 
An estimate of the energy efficiency potential for HEM in the NEEA region is based on the estimated 
penetration of HEM devices, Figure 19, and the demographic characteristics of Pacific Northwest’s 
residents.  Navitas Partners’ analysis of market and demographic data estimates that, currently, the 
energy savings potential ranges from 20 to 50 aMW.  In ten years, the analysis projects that the range of 
energy savings for the customers’ of NEEA’s members could be from 200 to 500 aMW.  The equation for 
calculating the energy savings potential plotted in Figure 21 illustrates is below. 


 
Figure 21 - Estimated Total Average HEM Energy Savings for NEEA Region 


84 Patrick Levy, Lauren Callaway, Bob Lockhart, “Executive Summary: Smart Thermostats - Standalone, Networked, 
and Learning Smart Thermostats: Global Market Analysis and Forecasts,” Navigant Research, 4Q 2013. 
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𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃 (𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎)
= 𝐻𝐻𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎 𝑎𝑎𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝑀𝑀𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸 × 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸 𝑓𝑓𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸 𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆
× 𝐻𝐻𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸ℎ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑆𝑆 𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑓𝑓𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶 𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑤𝑤𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃 × 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸 𝑈𝑈𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸 𝑝𝑝𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝐻𝐻𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸ℎ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜 (𝑀𝑀𝑤𝑤ℎ)


× % 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆 𝑝𝑝𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝐻𝐻𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸ℎ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑤𝑤 𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜 ℎ𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸ℎ) × (
𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
𝑀𝑀𝑎𝑎ℎ


) 


Assumptions 


1. HEM adoption depends on simple payback of the investment in device, which is a function of 
local electricity prices.  The average annual electricity bill in the Pacific Northwest is 15% less 
than the national average.85  It is assumed that this will reduce penetration by, conservatively, 
5%. 


2. The HEM penetration calculation accounts for annual changes in the number of households. 
3. Average annual household electricity consumption in the Pacific Northwest is about 13,000 


kWh.86 
4. Research indicates potential savings from behavioral programs ranges from 4% to 12%.87  HEM 


programs may not employ all behavioral program techniques, which lowers the upper bound.  
The range between the low estimate and the high estimate depends on number of devices per 
home, efficacy of the devices, and utilization of the devices as well as market forces. 


5. 0.00011 akW/kWh88 


Demographic data in Table 10 compare information for the NEEA operating service territory – Idaho, 
Montana, Oregon and Washington – with the U.S. statistics.  The four states account for 4.2% of the U.S. 
population and 4.3% of the U.S. households.  Broadband usage in the Pacific Northwest is higher than 
the U.S. average. 


 NEEA Region U.S. 
2010 Population89 13.1 million 309.3 million 
2010 Households 5.7 million 131.8 million 
Households with Broadband 77%  70% 
Highly Connected Households (Internet from multiple devices) 42% 37% 
Households with Children under age 18 1.6 million (28%) 38.4 million (29%) 
Largest Age Group 18 to 44 (36%)  18 to 44 (37%) 
2012 Median Income $56,000 $51,000 
Average Annual Household Electricity Expenditure $1097 $1288 


Table 10 - Demographic Information 


Total calculated energy efficiency potential from HEM programs is checked by using an analysis of the 
total savings potential and scaling their estimate to the NEEA market.  McKinsey’s latest research 
suggests that behavioral changes in the residential market could create as much as an additional 20% 


85 2012 Utility Bundled Retail Sales- Residential, U.S. Energy Information Administration. 
86 NEEA Residential Building Stock Analysis, September 2012. 
87 Ehrhardt-Martinez, Donnelly, and Laitner, ACEEE Report Number E105, June 2010. 
88 NEEA 
89 2010 US Census 
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reduction of residential energy demand.  Behavior related savings from space conditioning and water 
heating accounts for the majority of this savings, Figure 22.90  Adjusting the McKinsey estimate for NEEA 
market characteristics, the savings potential from behavioral programs in the Pacific Northwest could 
range from 1,500 to 2,000 aMW.  In the current analysis, the estimated savings from HEM programs for 
the year 2020 are less than 10% of the total savings potential calculated by McKinsey. 


 


Figure 22 - Behavioral Energy-Efficiency Opportunity for U.S. Residential Customers 


Barriers to Achieving Energy Efficiency Potential 
There are significant barriers to achieving the energy savings potential for EE programs built on 
Connected Home products and services.  These barriers have been discussed earlier in this assessment 
and are summarized in Table 11. 


 Customer Organizational Institutional 


Market Barriers • High or uncertain total 
cost of ownership 


• Awareness of products 
and services and their 
benefits 


• Energy management is 
not a critical component 
of Connected Home 
system 


• Often no singular 
responsibility for 
Connected Home 


• Energy management 
can be a complex 
technical sale 


• Limited training 
opportunities for sales 
staff 


• Competence of 
broadband and security 
services personnel to 
install energy 
management 


• Manufacturer 
adherence to closed 
communication systems 


• Uncertain channel 
benefits in DR program 
participation 


90 David Frankel, Stefan Heck, Humayun Tal, “Sizing the Potential of Behavioral Energy-Efficiency Initiatives in the 
U.S. Residential Market,” McKinsey & Company, November 2013. 
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 Customer Organizational Institutional 
Energy Efficiency 
Program Barriers 


• Limited awareness of 
energy savings value of 
Connected Home 
products. 


• Reluctance to have 
utility participation in 
HEM product sales, 
installation and service. 


• Homeowner fear of 
relinquishing control of 
energy management 
system to utility. 


• Limited experience with 
behavioral programs 


• Connected Home 
product cycle faster 
than EE program 
planning cycle. 


• Weak linkage of EE and 
DR programs 


• Limited history of 
partnerships with 
broadband and home 
security service 
companies 


• Lack of awareness and 
coordination on the part 
of policymakers, utilities 
and regulatory 
commissions regarding 
behavior-based energy 
savings 


• Bias in using 
engineering-based 
evaluation, 
measurement and 
verification (EM&V) 
protocols 


• Access to smart meter 
data for program 
implementation and 
measurement91 


• Limited roll out of 
dynamic pricing 


Table 11 - Summary of Barriers to HEM EE Programs 


A successful HEM energy efficiency program has to first and foremost address customer needs and then 
address other market, organizational and institutional barriers.  NEEA’s two proposed HEM program 
concepts92 have elements that can lower some of these barriers, Table 12. 


 Potential to Reduce Barriers to HEM Adoption in Residential Markets 


Market Barriers Energy Efficiency Program Barriers 


Product #1 
A solution to monitor and impact 
at least two different energy loads 
within a residence. 


• Self-programming and 
automated operation mitigate 
need to explain complex DR and 
EE concepts and need for utility 
intervention. 


• Disaggregated energy data 
provide additional EM&V 
evidence. 


Product #2 
A consumer service that manages 
energy usage and related services. 


• Energy performance contracts 
have been successfully 
implemented in institutional 
building markets by reducing 
capital outlays. 


• Manual override option 
mitigates concern about loss of 
control. 


Table 12 - New Program Potential to Reduce Barriers to HEM Adoption 


Stage-1 scanning and concept identification research for new HEM programs must include competitive 
analysis to see if similar products exist or have been tried before, consumer research to clarify needs 
and identify target segments for the products, as well as a channel assessment to understand what is 


91 Amber Mahone, Ben Haley, Energy Feedback and Behavior-based Energy Efficiency, Prepared for the Customer 
Information and Behavior Working Group of the State and Local Energy Efficiency Action Network, p. 11,  February 
2011 
92 “Home Energy Management: Position Paper,” NEEA, July 24, 2013. 
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the best way to deliver the product to the customer and what is the expected response of alternative 
channels. 


Conclusion and Recommendations 
Connected Home products and services will have an impact on energy use in the home.  Within the next 
ten years, the potential savings for residents of the Pacific Northwest could exceed 100 aMW.  This 
market is evolving rapidly, so it is important to create a strategic roadmap to define the role for NEEA 
and its member companies in the value chain for the Connected Home business.   A strategic roadmap 
will help evaluate where NEEA can add the greatest value and what type of partnerships will be essential 
to success.  The roadmap should be flexible enough to address inherent market and regulatory 
uncertainties and enable agile response to market developments and NEEA member requirements. 


NEEA’s responsibility for monitoring and advancing emerging energy efficiency technologies and its role 
as a point of contact between utilities and major retailers puts the organization in a unique position to 
help lower financial, regulatory and customer information barriers to HEM adoption.  Based on the 
current assessment, recommendations are made in five important areas to help NEEA transform the 
market for energy-saving HEM products and services. 


• Channel development 
• Stakeholder communications 
• Emerging technology monitoring 
• Regulatory outreach 
• New product development 


Channel Development 
The HEM penetration curve, Figure 19, shows that the potential to transform the market is greatest for 
“HEM products only.”  These products are generally supplied by retail channels.  NEEA and utilities in the 
Pacific Northwest have an opportunity to utilize existing retail channel partner relationships to provide 
incentives to drive traffic to stores and develop the HEM market in the Pacific Northwest. 


• Collaborate in program design. 
• Define retailer data requirements. 
• Establish roles for NEEA and member utilities in education and marketing. 


The service channels are actively reaching out to their customers with Connected Home bundles that 
include HEM.  NEEA, with guidance from its members, needs to begin engagement with key service 
channel organizations. 


• Identify broadband, telecommunications, home security and integrator companies who have a 
presence in the Pacific Northwest. 


• Get feedback from NEEA members on preferred channel partners and criteria for selection. 
• Define plan for engaging service providers. 
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Stakeholder Communications 
Utilities are a trusted source of information for energy related products.  NEEA can collaborate with 
utilities and channels to develop and communicate information to define the value of HEM products in 
the Connected Home, facilitate their implementation, and reduce the uncertainty about energy 
efficiency benefits.  For example: 


• Determine energy savings values of smart thermostats and programmable communicating 
thermostats to help service providers and retailers market HEM. 


• Assess and value Connected Home system synergies with HEM, such as 
o Humidity, air quality and other home comfort system impacts on energy use. 
o Security benefits of lighting controls. 


• Evaluate interoperability solutions like the Revolv product and the functionality of HEM devices 
with these hubs and communicate the performance information. 


Emerging Technology Monitoring 
Connected Home and HEM technologies are changing rapidly.  NEEA’s technology and market 
monitoring can help increase the energy efficiency impact of emerging Connected Home hardware and 
software as well as inform manufacturers and channel partners about the changing energy-related 
needs of Pacific Northwest customers.  For example: 


• Determine the availability of aggregated smart meter data that can help define target segments 
for new HEM and Connected Home products and services. 


• Evaluate advancements in “Intelligent Buildings” for commercial buildings and assess application 
of these concepts in the residential market. 


• Keep manufacturers and channel informed about utility plans and regulatory drivers will 
encourage the inclusion of EE, DG, and DR capabilities in HEM products. 


Regulatory Outreach 
There are additional utility regulation barriers to HEM market acceleration that can be addressed by 
NEEA.  Utility intervention requires cost benefit justification through prescribed evaluation activities.  
HEM program evaluation is complex because it has hardware and behavioral components.  NEEA can 
help lower this barrier by:  


• Engaging the regulatory community on behaviorally based Energy Efficiency metrics. 
• Defining behavior changes in a Connected Home and measuring their impact on energy savings. 
• Quantifying the impact of demand response, dynamic pricing, and pre-payment on household 


energy savings. 
• Demonstrating how HEM could enhance the impact of other behavioral programs such as home 


audits and social engagement programs. 
• Creating EM&V protocols to support energy efficiency programs related to Connected Home.  


New Product Development 
One of the issues with HEM product development is the limited view of the Connected Home market by 
utilities.  For example, much of the consumer research to support HEM program development explores 
a homeowner’s energy related issues and rarely considers other day-to-day household problems that 
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complicate the decision making process for HEM.  This narrow approach to consumer research may be a 
contributor to the partial success of utility home energy devices, many of which are reportedly unused 
after an initial novelty period.  New product development should learn from these lessons and discover 
customer needs that are synergistic with the Connected Home value proposition. 


• Conduct behavioral research that explores how consumers make choices among various 
investments that save money including HEM. 


• Develop new program that utilizes in-home energy displays as an educational tool; distributing 
these devices to homes on a limited basis through schools or libraries. 


NEEA’s HEM efforts must, in the end, align utility interests in energy efficiency program design and 
implementation with Connected Home business objectives of manufacturers, retailers, and service 
providers.  All of these members of the value chain are driven by the end customers 
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Appendix 
 


AES - Indianapolis Power & Light Lake Country Power (TN) 
Anaheim Public Utilities National Grid MA 
Arizona Public Service National Grid NY 
Austin Utilities (MN) New Jersey Natural Gas 
Burbank Water and Power Northern Indiana Public Service Company 
CenterPoint Energy (AR) NSTAR Gas 
CenterPoint Energy (MN) NW Natural (OR) 
CenterPoint Energy (OK) Orlando Utilities Commission 
Central Hudson Gas & Electric Otter Tail Power Company 
Chugach Electric Association Owatonna Public Utilities 
City of Palo Alto Utilities Pasadena Water & Power 
Clark Public Utilities PG&E (Pacific Gas & Electric) 
Clarksdale Public Utilities PHI - Potomac Electric Power Company 
CMS Energy - Consumers Energy PPL Electric Utilities 
Commonwealth Edison Progress Energy 
Connexus Progress Energy (SC) 
Constellation - Baltimore Gas & Electric Rochester Public Utilities (MN) 
First Choice Power Sacramento Municipal Utilities District 
Fort Collins Utilities San Diego Gas & Electric 
Gainesville Regional Utilities Shakopee 
Glendale Water & Power SourceGas (AR) 
Gulf Power Unisource 
Hoosier Energy White River Valley Electric Cooperative 


Table 13 - Opower's Utility Partners 
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lose the upsell opportunity and for AGA, they cut into gas market share more than a lower standard
would.  Also, we previously offered a 92 standard with small furnace exemptions to them and they
rejected it.  Why would they now accept a 95 with exemptions?  That said, we can keep it in our
pocket in case it is useful up north.

 

3.       My sense is they really want 80 in the south, with south as far north as possible.  Unclear where
their bottom line is.

 

4.       Given that any agreement will allow a significant number of AFUE 80 units, we want to make up
the lost savings somehow.  81 AFUE, SEER 14 AC and a better fan all are small savings.  I see the big
item being an  advanced learning thermostat such as the Nest.  That said, we don’t want to get into
detailed thermostat definitions.  Instead, I propose that we have a performance-based definition –
10% heating energy savings relative to a control group as determined by an independent study. 
Attached find a first draft of some language.

 

So for the call tom’w or Weds., I suggest the following agenda:
 

a.       Political situation

b.      Proposal on thermostat

c.       Updates on data analysis on N-S boundary and size cutoff

d.      Any other items from our earlier proposal we want to check in on.  For example,
the Californians were to get back to us on whether they want to be in the
condensing or non-condensing zone.  And I’ve seen some email debate about
whether 80 AFUE products should be marked “for retrofit only” or words to that
effect.  Anything else need discussion?

 
Steve
 
From: Andrew deLaski [mailto:adelaski@standardsasap.org] 
Sent: Monday, June 8, 2015 2:41 PM
To: Ben Longstreth; Charlie Harak; Charlie Stephens; David Lis; Elizabeth Noll; Harvey Sachs; Jennifer
Amann; Joanna Mauer; Kit Kennedy; Lowell Ungar; Marianne DiMascio; Marshall Hunt; Meg
Waltner; Mel Hall-Crawford; Mike Murza; Robin Roy; Steve Nadel; Timothy Ballo; Tom Eckman
Subject: one more furnace call before industry mtg
 
Hi all:  Steve and I spoke earlier today and he has some additional ideas to share with the
group.  He feels strongly that we need to find a way to make the thermostat idea work. He will

mailto:adelaski@standardsasap.org


share some things around to this list soon, and we also will need to talk as a group one more
time before we gather with industry on Thursday. Schedules are already tight, so we're limited
to late tomorrow or late Wednesday for a call.  In the doodle poll below, I've indicated half
hour blocks to try to get the best time for the most people, but this call will take an hour.
 
The poll is at  http://doodle.com/vys3gvufhbvye68t
 
please respond as soon as you can.
 
Keep an eye out for additional material from Steve.
 
- Andrew

Andrew deLaski
Appliance Standards Awareness Project
www.appliance-standards.org
(617) 363-9470
 
On Sun, Jun 7, 2015 at 12:28 PM, Andrew deLaski <adelaski@standardsasap.org> wrote:

Hi all:  Attached are notes from our Thursday call.  Please treat these confidentially.
 
Andrew
 
 
Andrew deLaski
Appliance Standards Awareness Project
www.appliance-standards.org
(617) 363-9470
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